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“At first you were afraid, you were petrified, kept thinking 
you could never live without us by your side, but then you 
spent so many nights thinking how we did you wrong, and 
you grew strong, and learned how to get along…. 
 
But now we’re back, from outta space (?), we just walked 
in to find you here with that sad look upon your face, you 
should have changed that stupid lock, you should have 
made us leave our key, if you’d have known for just one 
second we would be back with Issue 2…...go on now go….” 
 
Yes we are back, and hopefully this time to stay (for a bit 
anyway).   
 
After some 16 months after the first issue, here we are 
again, bigger and better.  A lot of things have changed in 
those 16 months, most notably the new website and   
redesign of the mag, which I am sure you will agree is 
better than the last effort. 
 
Unfortunately, due to personal commitments, we never 
got out of first gear before, but with a little effort and a 
few new faces helping out here and there, we have finally 
managed to pen something new for you. 
 
With the introduction of Retro Gamer to the scene, we felt 
it necessary to resurrect the old dog and provide another 
outlet for you retro gaming fans.   
 
Hopefully we can keep it together this time and release 
issues on a 2 month basis, where we will look at the less 
commercial side of retro gaming including in depth      
interviews with some of the finest people gaming has ever 
seen, programming tutorials so you can try and create 
your own retro gaming remakes, and our own views and 
opinions on the retro gaming scene in general. 
 
We have a whole heap of new features and articles to 
bring to you in the next few issues, including a new     
collection feature where we try to build up a games     
collection entirely from scratch.   That’s starting in Issue 
3, buy why not take a glance at Adam, our first participant 
in Collectors Corner.  A room full of games obtained only 4 
years.  You have to see it to believe it. 
 
Enjoy this issue, and let us know what you think of it. 

Editorial 
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So here its is, Issue 2.  Never thought we would get here, 
not in a million years, but low and behold here we are. 
 
I must admit, it has been a struggle.  What with the   
commercial magazines coming out, lack of time, and two 
personal bereavements in the past 4 months, I really had 
to think long and hard as to whether or I wanted to carry 
on with the whole idea.   
 
I’m glad I did, and I hopefully you are too.   
 
The way I, and DIJ see it, is that there is room for all of us 
to exist.  Not only just the commercial retro related   
magazines like Retro Gamer and Games TMs’ retro      
section, but also the many fanzines and dedicated       
publications that are floating around the net.  
 
There is a reason for this too, and that is the fact that the 
commercial mags have to adhere to a certain agenda.  
They appeal to the masses and have to write for the 
masses.  If they write specific articles they will inevitably 
end up losing readership as its not mainstream enough for 
the average Joe.  So for the more obscure information you 
may have little choice but to pick up a copy of a fan    
written publication, like this one :-) 
 
A good example of this is the Retro Gamer forum.  I have 
been lurking on there for a while now, looking at the posts 
and generally helping out with my knowledge wherever 
possible.  A thread was started a while ago about future 
inclusions that readers of the magazine would like to see.  
The usual stuff came up, but in amongst the ideas was 
someone asking about retro emulation on the Dreamcast.   
 
If you are not aware, the Dreamcast has one of the best 
homebrew scenes of all consoles (the Xbox is the        
exception) and has had nearly every major emulator 
ported to it over the years.  The Dreamcast has a great 
following in the UK, probably more so now than it did 
when the machine was a current model.  The emulation 
scene can be mainly credited with this feat, along with the 
games being of good quality and also extremely cheap 
second hand now. 
 
Anyway, a mention was made in the forum about the  
possibility of an article on DC emulation, however as an 
article on the Dreamcast was published a few issues ago, 
it seems as if the Retro Gamer staff are a little reluctant to  
travel back down that road for a while yet at least. 
 
And that is where the problems start with commercial 
magazines.  If they print the Dreamcast emulation article 
in the next few issues, they will be going over some of the 
information they printed recently.  Although a few people 
may be interested in the information, those without a 
Dreamcast may not.  If they decline to print it in the near 
future, they begin to alienate the needs of their current 
readership, and could end up losing some of them. 
 
I made a comment on the forums, which was backed up 
by some, that the magazine had become “samey” and a 
little predictable.  The thing is, to keep the readership of 
any magazine you have to cater for the readers needs, not 
just the majority, but the minority too. 
 
Retro Gamer is a great magazine for the enthusiast, but 
without more obscure content they will only be banging 
out the same mainstream information, issue after issue. 
 
Hats off to them, they have got a good thing going on 
there, I just hope that they decide to listen to their    
readers a bit more, else I believe that buyers will find the 
£5.99 price tag to be a little hard to swallow. 
 
Good job we are free and give you what you want...eh! 

 

 
Finally, we have managed to finish issue 2 :-)  
 
I can't believe it's been over a year since the last issue, 
which we honestly thought would never get made, and we 
already have some stuff for issue 3! 
 
In Retro Revivals absence, during the last 15 months I've 
been teaching myself game programming and I even   
entered a retro remake contest.  I started to do a Repton 
remake, but as per usual, both time and other           
commitments take over, and I only completed about 30% 
of it in the end.  Anyway, I managed to learn a lot and 
have decided to share this knowledge with the rest of you 
in our new feature on programming.  Hope you like it. 
 
I've also spent a lot of time on two completely un-retro 
games, Halo 2 and Half-life 2.  I managed to finished Halo 
2 in about 2 weeks and I can tell you that it is a good 
game that fails poorly. Half-Life 2 on the other hand is 
amazing, defiantly one of the best games ever made in 
my opinion, and one that will take me a while to complete. 
 
I've not let my new games take me totally away from my 
retro gaming and I've managed to find room in my garage 
for:- 
 
2 x NES's with 9 games and about 20 controllers 
1 x Atari ST with monitor and loads of games 
1 x Amiga with extra floppy drive and loads of games 
 
I've also got my hands on a N64, SNES, GameGear, and 
loads of games that I can't find time to play.  Sometimes I 
feel like I collect for the sake of it you know. 
 
I'm so glad we decided to start the mag up again, it's 
been loads of fun doing and I'm happy to be writing again. 
 
I'm especially overjoyed to be able to teach game       
programming and if I manage to lure new people who 
want make their own games, then I will be very happy. It 
means more game for me to play!! 
On the subject of the article, if you need any help with 
programming, just ask in the Retro Revival forum and I'll 
try my best to help. 
 
Also, if anyone adds any cool features to any of the      
tutorials we publish. Let us know, we will love to see what 
people are writing.  We can even publish the best ones in 
the mag, and may even have a competition depending on 
the popularity. 
 
On the downside of life, both my NES consoles went up 
the swanny recently.  The flashing red light syndrome, 
which seems to be so common with these machines. 
 
Anyway, Simon managed to find a guide to fixing the 
problem, but it involved taking the things apart and     
cleaning the cartridge contacts.  One bored evening, I 
took out my trusty tool kit and hacked away at them both.  
I cleaned the contacts, put it all back together, fired them 
up and was presented with the flashing red light again.  
Argggghhhhh!  How annoyed was I?  
 
Looks like I will have to replace the cartridge connectors in 
them both now, something that, although I am adept with 
a soldering iron, I have to admit, I am not really looking 
forward to.  Ho, hum. 
 
On a different subject, I still can't believe that we've had 
over 2000 downloads of issue 1, this is especially good 
when you consider that we never did any advertising. 
 
Anyway, enough waffling (for this issue anyway), get 
reading and I hope you enjoy reading this issue as much 
as we've had writing it. 

Simons’ Rant DIJs’ Rant 



Full Name: Benjamin J Heckendorn 
Age: 29 
Lives In: Wisconsin, USA 
Fulltime Job: Graphic Artist 
Playing Video Games Since: 1986 
Favourite Game: Goldeneye (N64) 
Hobbies: Portable console creation, Movie Maker 
Favourite Passtime: Drinking and karaoke “I like drinking and exercising 
at the same time” 
Interesting Fact: “Once Did a rendition of Simply Irresistible at a karaoke 
session which landed me up at the chiropractors” 
Website: www.benheck.com 

About Ben 
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What The Heck? 
Simon 

Long train journeys really do suck unless you sleep 
through them.  The seating is uncomfortable, the food is 
terrible and the  entertainment is non existent.  To relieve 
the boredom you can take a book or portable music 
player, a pack of playing cards, or if you fancy it, a GBA 
SP and a few games. 
 
As good as these forms of entertainment may be the   
ultimate way to waste those travelling hours has to be in 
the guise of one of Mr Benjamin J. Heckendorns' creations, 
for our Ben truly does create the ultimate travel          
accessory. 
 
Bens' love for video gaming came at an early age.  His 
first jaunt into the gaming world came about in 1986 
when he was given an Atari 800 computer at the age of 
eleven.  After several years of abuse and neglect, in 1996 
his trusty Atari 800 died a death and was  banished into a 
cupboard.   
 
The following year Ben decided that he needed a prop in 
one of the scenes of a movie he was making.  He        
remembers that moment fondly. "I still remember that, 
because I was in the junk store looking for an ugly vase to 
use in a movie, and I saw the Atari computer. So I bought 
it (the Atari) for 2 dollars, dismantled it and took out what 
I needed to fix my original 800... Man, that thing was a 
tank....I've had to replace the ANTIC board, keyboard, 
and a few other things over the years. About 75% of the 
original machine is the same. In fact it sits right next to 
my IBM I'm typing on right now!". 
 
Bens' retro collection now stretches to an Atari Super 
Pong, a 2600, a 5200, a 7800, an 800, an 800 XL and a 
Lynx.  Ben is a bit of an Atari nut as you have probably 
gathered.  Also amongst the collection are an Intellivison 
and a Colecovision.  "I mostly figured I needed to own 
those 2 systems for posterity. I had an Odyssey II but I 
lost it when I moved. And I don't care. (Oops, was that 
out loud?)". 
 
In our own console collections we are so   careful not to 
damage or mark our retro items in any way.  Not Ben.  He 
gets his hands on a console and goes at it with a hammer 
and screwdriver.  Since February 2000 Ben has been   
bastardizing the machines we all know and love, adding a 
screen here and a battery or two there, and with a little 
genius creates an end product that puts the             
manufacturing big boys to shame. 
 
His rocky road to infamy all started one day at work. 
There was a problem with the computer system and Ben 
was on the phone to his  technical support department.  
While he was waiting his mind flicked back to his main 
love, video gaming (and Atari in particular), and all of a 
sudden a strange thought came into his mind.  He began 
to sketch a picture of what a portable Atari 2600 would 
look like. 
 
"That'd be neat... cartridge here, batteries here, circuits 
here, screen, controls... On    paper it looked very much 
like a Gameboy  Colour!".  He continued doodling. He 
thought, "Hm, maybe it's possible... I've heard that the 
Atari 2600 was a very simple  machine... Perhaps I could 
rip the chips off it and make a custom circuit board to fit 
in a small box... hm... Hm.... HMMM.....".  
 
At that point, tech support answered the phone, but by 
now the seed had been sewn, and Ben was on the road to 
stardom. 
 
The Atari 2600 seemed to be the perfect place to start, 
however at the time Ben only had a 7800.  So why not 
make a portable 7800 I hear you all cry?  Ben             
explains… "the 7800 had a lot more chips and things that I 

would have to figure out, so I didn't want to tackle that. 
Also, the 7800 machines are somewhat hard to find, so I 
didn't want to rip mine apart. Also, I wanted the portable 
Atari to be pure. A pure, 100%, older-than-dirt vintage 
Atari 2600 unit, with wood grain and everything!".  
 
So with the idea of creating an original 2600 portable, Ben 
started looking around for one he could chop up.         
Fortunately a friend had one he was not using, so it was 
donated to the cause, and so it began.... 
 
The main circuit board in the 2600 was just too big to be 
made portable, but upon further inspection there were 
areas that seemed redundant and not being used.  Careful 
tracing of the circuit lines re-enforced this and after a 
good nights sleep Ben introduced the board to his band 
saw! 
 
The RF Modulator was the first to go, with Ben opting for a 
composite video out (mainly for the better picture      
quality).  Next to be shown the door was the joystick   
connectors, something which Ben could incorporate    
elsewhere in his design.  These two exclusions made a 
huge difference to the overall dimensions, taking nearly 
two inches in length and one inch in height off of the total 
board size.  

Just chopping bits off the board was not enough however, 
and Ben had to re-route a power wire, and also the     
famous "reset" and "select" switches of the console, as 
these were lost in the process of cutting out the RF   
Modulator. 
 
With the inclusion of composite video, Ben was finding it 
difficult to get a video signal from his slimmer 2600.  A 
quick scour over the internet, and a mix from two       
different articles he found, Ben finally had composite   
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output from the board.  He even went as far as directly 
connecting some potentiometers so that he could adjust 
the colour signals as and when he needed to. 
 
So he had the video signal all worked out, but nothing to 
show the images on.  Next up for "re-design" was a 2.5" 
Casio pocket TV which was duly dissected.  Discarding 
everything  except the screen itself, the speaker and the 
circuit board, Ben set upon the task of connecting it all to 
the 2600 board. 
 
A functioning 2600 board with its own integrated 2.5 inch 
screen and sound was all well and good, but it looked a 
mess, so a new case was in order.   
 
"The case for the unit was actually the hardest part to 
design. The first month of the project was wiring and   
figuring out what did what on the Atari board. Up until 
now I had mostly just torn things off and re-wired them. 
But the case was the thing I actually had to design." 
 
Ben made the case in two halves with the help of a    
computerized router.  The rear half contained just the 
Atari 2600 circuit board and the cartridge slot. Due to lack 
of space Ben had to work with, the original cartridge   
connector had to be repositioned, which he managed to 
achieve with an old floppy drive cable.  This allowed Ben 
to position the slot anywhere he wanted. 

The front half of the case was where all the action was 
taking place.  He somehow      managed to cram in the 
TFT screen and circuit board, the TV speaker and volume 
control knob, a 9 volt connection to power the 2600 and a 
battery compartment for power to the screen. 
 
A little superglue here, sticky backed plastic there, and 
within a few hours, Bens' first  creation was born.  A truly 
portable Atari 2600. 
 
 

"I set it in the passenger seat of my car and drove to H&R 
Block. (It was tax season 2000). I parked and just stared 
at it. I thought "My God, this thing is BEAUTIFUL!" I made 
sure I locked the door so nobody would take it when I 
went inside for tax stuff". 

 
Since that fateful day in 2000, Ben has created no less 
than eight different portable consoles (five of which are on 
the VCS 2600 theme), each of them fully usable and 
unlike nothing you have ever seen before.  As all design-
ers would agree with, you can always improve on a     
design, and Ben is no exception.  With new technology at 
his disposal Ben goes back to his designs and makes them 
better, redesigning the case, introducing better          
components, and generally making it easier for him to 
produce. 
 
Ben is not the only one in the world recreating these   
consoles for our portable pleasure.  In fact there are an 
army of people who are working out ways of turning that 
box sitting under our TV into a handheld marvel, but 
where Ben excels over his colleagues is in the skills he 
has, not only in knowing how the electronics work, but his 
ability to produce some fine looking machines including:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Atari 2600 Portable 

 
Only 1.5 inches thick 

CNC routed acrylic construction 
Powered by a Sony Camcorder battery 

DC Input Jack for mains power 
Joystick Port  for multiplayer action 

PS Dual Shock analogue stick utilized 
Built in custom designed paddle control 

Headphone jack on rear 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NES Portable 
 

Built with CNC Laser Engraver 
3 inch TFT screen 

Volume and brightness controls 
Headphone jack 

Cartridge slot akin to Gameboy slot 
Removable rechargeable battery 

Built in recharging circuit 
DC adaptor socket for mains power 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SNES Portable 
 

Constructed from Balsa Wood 
3.5 inch TFT screen 

Mono sound 
Headphone jack 

Runs off of 6 AA batteries 
Can also run off rechargeable batteries 

Built in recharging circuit 
DC socket for charging / mains power 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sony PSOne Portable 
 

3” TFT screen 
Measures 5” x 7” x 1.75” 

Made with see through acrylic sides 
Constructed with CNC Laser Engraver 
Runs off of a Sony camcorder battery 

PS2  Analogue Pad for controls 
Shoulder buttons included 

Volume and brightness controls 
 
For a guy who creates movies in his spare time as well as 
devising ways of making the next portable console, Ben 
still has enough time on his hands to create a book and 
appear on US TV Shows. 
 
In February this year (2004) he appeared on Tech TV 
showing his Atari portables and talking about how they are 
built.  From this appearance, Ben was emailed by a book 
editor who saw the show and especially liked the short 
“making of” that he had prepared for the slot.  
 
“They told me the guidelines for the book and how soon 
they'd like it to start. I then set a schedule and once it 
was a "go" I started in on it. I felt pretty good about it, it's 
pretty cool when a hobby (especially one you've pretty 
much invented yourself) evolves to the point where people 
are paying you to write about it”, Ben told us. 
 
Well we are pretty much up to date with the Benjamin J 
Heckendorn story apart from finding out is his plans for 
the future, how his meeting with Nolan Bushnell went, and 
how on earth did he manage to hurt himself singing! 
 
We managed to track the elusive man down and then  
preceded to barrage him with emails until he replied.  
Here is what he had to say for himself... 

RR: Looking at you website Ben, it seems as if you are  
re-designing your portables every month, will there be any 
more revisions of your current creations? 

Ben: I've created several versions of certain systems such 
as the PSp and the SNESp. All 8 of the portables in my 
book are all-new designs even though I've built portables 
of all the systems it covers in the past.  

RR: What's your favourite portable to date? 

Ben: I'm rather found of the last Atari 2600 portable I 
built, the really small one. It's also the last project in my 
book.  

RR: Any plans to make a portable computer from a C64 or 
Spectrum? 

Ben: No, mostly because I'm not a big C64 fan... I      
remember when I was in elementary school we used them 
but I'd always be bragging up my "awesome" Atari 800 
instead. So that's the computer I choose to make       
portable. It's got an Atari-to-IDE hard drive adapter which 
then plugs into an IDE-to-Compact Flash adapter so I can 
store lots of info, a bit like a hard drive but without the 
power consumption of one.  

RR: So Ben, we have seen that you have created many 
portables from the usual candidates, but what console 
would you most like to make portable that you haven't as 
yet? 

Ben: I've been working on the Atari 800 computer laptop 
for over a year now. I love that old computer. I'd also like 
to someday build an N64 and Dreamcast portable. At the 
moment I'm making a portable out of the new smaller PS2 
that was just released....with a 5" PSone screen.  

RR: I see you have been selling some of the portables you 
have made. If we were to buy one from you how much 
would we be looking at paying? 

Ben: They're usually $350-$400. That mostly covers the 
parts (especially the expensive screens) and my labour. It 
makes it worth enough to keep doing it.  I've sent them 
overseas although everything I've made has been with 
US/NTSC game systems thus far.  

RR: In the early days you must have spent many an hour 
developing and trying out new ideas.  How long did it take 
for you to sell your first unit? 

Ben: Uh... maybe about 10 months. I made the website 
like 6 months after I built the first one, once I did that and 
learned of the interest it was about another 4 months 
(about February of 2001) before I sold one.  I still have 
the original model of course. 

RR: We mention in the article about your acquisition of 
your own CNC Router.  Why do you prefer the router 
made cases over the hand built ones? 

Ben: Well the CNC machine is better by far since it's    
basically perfect when it creates parts. Of the 8 portables 
in my book I've designed 4 of them to be built by hand so 
people who don't have access to fancy machines can still 
join in the fun.  

RR: This book of yours which you seem to keen to plug! 
When is it going to be available and why make it? 

Ben: It's supposed to be published January 31st of 2005, 
so soon. It will be translated into other languages for  
release all around the globe. It's going be about 500 
pages and cost $30 (Last I knew at least)...I feel the book 
is the best way to 'spread the word'. It lets people build 
these things so it's still my design work but I don't have to 
put in all the labour (other than writing the book.)  
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RR: On the subject of your book, we noticed that on your 
website you have a few videos showing the making of 
some of your portables.  Have you ever thought about 
creating a DVD of such videos to compliment your book? 

Ben: A DVD? Hm, never really thought about that.    
Documenting things as I do them kinda slows me down... 
That's why any videos I have done have been sorts of 
"Cliff Notes" short versions. 

RR: That mug shot we have of you was taken from the 
2003 Classic Gaming Expo in Las Vegas.  What our    
readers cannot see however is your right hand shaking the 
hand of the great Nolan Bushnell.  With your obvious love 
for all things Atari this must have been like meeting a 
God.  Did you get a chance to tell him about your       
portables? 

Ben: I was too nervous/awestruck to do anything besides 
shake his hand and say "Thank you" [for starting Atari].  
If I could go back in time and tell myself, age 13 or so, 
that I would someday meet Mr. Bushnell, my 13 year old 
self woulda crapped his pants! 

RR: Are you still working for the graphics company or are 
you making portables full time now? 

Ben: I am currently writing full time, and doing a few 
portable "personal" projects on the side. Once my book is 
done I hope to finish some projects (such as the PS2p) 
and spend some time PLAYING videogames for a 
change :). Maybe I'll pick up Half Life 2... 

RR:  What about the future for Benjamin J Heckendorn? 

Ben: I'd like to build some more portables. Working in the 
game industry would be cool, although I'd also (this will 
sound canned) like to direct films. Granted this is     
WISHFUL at the moment.  

RR: With all this going on, the portables, the book, the 
movie making etc, are there any ambitions left for you? 

Ben: I have 2 actually. To go into space (you know, a 
visit) and to do a voice in an animated film. (I bet in a 
zillion years you would not have guessed those!). 

RR: Well Ben, it’s been good talking to you, and we hope 
all goes well for you in the future.  We will certainly be 
putting in an order for the book, just let us know when it 
is available.  Oh, before we go, explain to us the         
connection between karaoke and the chiropractor if you 
would.... 

Ben: Well, you can't just STAND there when you karaoke 
- you gotta MOVE! I was singing Simply Irresistible (by 
the late Robert Palmer) and the music goes "She usedta 
look good to me but now I find her... DA DA, DA DA, DA 
DA.... ["schling" sound effect].... simply irresistible!" And 
with each "DA DA" you just HAVE to whip your head 
around like a rock star. It looks cool but hurts like hell the 
next morning. Oh well - no pain no gain! And singing 
karaoke well is a great way to get free beers! 

We like Ben.  We like Ben a lot.  A guy who has taken 
what we know and love, and created something that we 
never thought possible.  With guys like these around retro 
gaming will just grow in strength and go on forever.   
Long may it continue.   

Remember to check out his website for more information 
on his current projects and how you can get involved in 
making you own portable console.  Find all the information 
you need at www.benheck.com 

Since writing this article Ben has finished his PS2p project. 
Take a look over the pictures he has put up at his website. 

Unfortunately this is one portable not for sale :-( 
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We can you know! 
 
If you are a retro game company, or know of someone 
who deals in anything to do with retro games, then why 
not use Retro Revival for advertising space. 
 
We can give you as little or as much space as you need 
within these pages, all you need to do is to provide the 
information (preferably in the form of a graphic). 
 
You can choose where in the issue the advert appears, 
although it is a strictly a first come first served basis for 
the more desirable pages. 
 

The best bit of it all is that currently it’s FREE! 
 
Yes that’s right, the adverts submitted to us will be shown 
for absolutely no charge whatsoever.  We can even place 
a banner or picture on our website, yet again on a first 
come first served basis. 
 
The first issue has had over 2000 downloads, with people 
emailing it to others too, so why not use this opportunity 
to show your wares to these people? 
 
We hope to have national coverage in some of the main 
commercial games magazines over the next few weeks, 
and from this we are sure that our readership will increase 
immensely.  This is a perfect opportunity to get your retro 
gaming related advert shown to possibly a whole new 
range of readers. 
 
To qualify for the free advertising offer you must either... 
 
Sell retro game related hardware and software 
 
Publish retro game related material (games / books etc) 
 
Write other retro game fanzines (we can all live together) 
 
Run retro game related websites 
 
Or  
 
Organise retro gaming events 
 
Pretty much anyone who has anything to do with retro 
gaming, either commercially or in their spare time, and 
who wants to advertise their services, is welcome to talk 
to us about space. 
 
Remember, we are not charging for this service at       
present, so why not drop us a line.  You may find your 
advert getting out to a wealth of people it never reached 
before. 
 
As we become more popular over time, we will no doubt 
have to start charging for the advertising, if only to cover        
increasing bandwidth costs.  So get in now, and if we do 
have to charge you at some point, those who have      
advertised at the offset will get the best deals. 
 
Drop us a line at: 
 

advertise@retrorevival.co.uk 
 
and talk to us about how we may be able to help you, or 
in fact if you can help us in any way.   
 
We are also looking to commence banner exchanges and 
link exchanges to either appear in the magazine, or on the 
website, and to generally promote ourselves in any way 
we can.   On the subject of banner exchanges, does any-
one fancy knocking us up one or two?  We have to admit 
we are totally useless at graphics :-) 

We Need Your Help!  
 
 
This issue of Retro Revival has truly been exhausting.  
Long days and endless nights eventually take their toll,       
although we are pleased with the outcome. 
 
We had a whole heap of ideas for this issue, but due to 
time constraints and the fact there are only two dedicated 
people working on it, we had to can a few of them for  
future issues. 
 
The ethos of Retro Revival is to be multi format, with  
articles from both console and computer angles alike.  
With both the time factor, combined with our limited 
knowledge in certain areas, as it stands we cannot totally 
fulfil this ethos. 
 
We have been kind enough to be helped out this issue by 
two people who have given their time to write articles and 
give us input into the development of the publication, and 
for this we thank them, and encourage them to continue 
to contribute. 
 
However, in the long term, to try and achieve our goals, 
we need help from you, the reader. 
 
As mentioned earlier, Retro Revival aims to be a multi 
format fanzine, with the idea of having sections each issue  
devoted to the major formats. 
 
We aim to have 7 main sections: 
 
These are: 
 
Sega (Master System / Megadrive / Game Gear etc) 
 
Nintendo (NES / SNES / Gameboy) 
 
Other Consoles (such as PC Engine, CD32, Jaguar etc) 
 
Amstrad home computers 
 
Spectrum home computers 
 
C64 home computers 
 
Other home computers (MSX, Acorn, BBC etc) 
 
As well as gaming articles, we are looking for those who 
can provide personalised game reviews, hardware articles, 
and whatever else the readers may find interesting. 
 
If you have good knowledge, or even just a passion for 
any of the above, and would like to contribute in some 
way or another, then please get in contact with us. 
 
Your writing skills are irrelevant, its your passion for the 
subject which is what we are looking for.  
 
As we are a free publication, and make no money      
whatsoever, we cannot offer you any incentives, apart 
from the feeling that you have contributed to something 
that others take pleasure in reading. 
 
That’s not to say that if we do make money at some point, 
that you will not get paid, but for now we do this simply 
for the enjoyment of it all, and would expect you to do the 
same. 
 
So, do you want to be a part of something new and     
exciting?  Did you always want to write but never thought 
you were good enough?  Have you tried to submit ideas 
and articles to other magazines only for them not to use 
them? 
 
If the answer is yes to any of those questions, then do 
yourself , and us, a favour, and drop us a line at: 
 

mag@retrorevival.co.uk 

We Can Help You! 





The Main Players 
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Golden Axe 
Paul Blackwood  

There can be few things in life so satisfying as the   
'thunk-thunk-swish-AARRGHH!' noise that precedes the 
end-sequence and closing music of Sega's seminal Golden 
Axe game. Just ask any one of the legions of devotees to 
the classic king of scrolling hackers, they will tell you that 
same thing. 
 
Cast your mind back to 1989, and most retro-gaming folks 
will remember a Golden Axe cabinet lurking menacingly in 
some dark corner of their local pub / student-union /   
arcade / chippy or other youth hangout. Our local sports 
centre had a machine in just such a corner that was more 
noticeable by it's ‘attract mode’ being at full volume than 
any visual appeal it may have had. To this day, the strains 
of Jeroen Tel's amazing epic still send a shiver of         
excitement through me like Thom Yorke never could.. So, 
what's it all about? 
 
Well, we pick up the tale in Yuria, the once peaceful land 
of decent folk. According to the blurb in the Megadrive's 
instruction manual – “Yuria is a strange and magical land 
with evil oppressors trying to gain control and claim    
Yuria's treasure as their own.” 
 
The treasure in question is the symbol of peace and   
prosperity that has been with the good people of Yuria for 
centuries – The Golden Axe.  The main bad guy and    
general all round evil despot is one Death = Adder.  With 
a name like that you know this guy is just begging for a 
kicking! Well, he would be in my boozer!  
 
It's up to you, player, to slash / hack / kick / butt your 
way through Death=Adder's minions like a dose of salts to 
the main man himself and deliver that self-same               
ass-whooping to him at the end of it all.  Along the way, 
the successful candidate will rescue the kidnapped King 
and Queen of Yuria (don't they have an army?), re-claim 
the legendary Golden Axe and generally bask in the     
admiration, adulation and appreciation of the (very   
grateful) townsfolk. Still up for it? Good, let the games 
begin… 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Map Of Yuria 

 
Full Name: Ax Battler 
Full Time Occupation:  Barbarian 
Claim To Fame:  Mother and Father killed by ‘Death = Adder’ 
Weapon:  Broadsword 
Magic Ability:  Earth Magic (Raining rocks and explosions) 
 
Full Name:  Tyris Flare 
Full Time Occupation:  Amazon Queen 
Claim To Fame:  Mother & Father killed by ‘Death = Adder’ 
Weapon:  Longsword 
Magic Ability:  Fire Magic (Raining fire) 
 
Full Name: Gilius Thunderhead 
Full Time Occupation:  Dwarf 
Claim To Fame:  Brother killed by ‘Death = Adder’ 
Weapon:  Battleaxe 
Magic Ability:  Thunder Magic (Raining lightning) 
 
Full Name: Death = Adder 
Full Time Occupation:  Evil Guy 
Claim To Fame:  Kills people 
Weapon:  Axe 
Magic Ability:  Same as you and then some! 
 
Full Name: Alex 
Full Time Occupation:  Pushing Up Daisys 
Claim To Fame:  Smallest part in any Golden Axe Game 
Weapon:  Walking Stick Covered In Claret! 
Magic Ability:  Zilch, Zero, Nada. 

Here is a players guide to the Land Of Yuria 
 
Level 1 - In The Woods 
 
Introductions to the world of Yuria don't come much    
easier than this. Your chosen fighter reminds you as the 
level begins that his or her good friend Alex was killed in 
the attack on the castle and the subsequently the Royals 
were kidnapped. Easy and gentle(?)  There is plenty of 
hack'n'slash action in this rather short first introductory 
level, which is particularly good as the whole game is full 
of it and it’s good to get some early practice in.  The two 
giants at the end of the level provide the only vaguely 
challenging part. Try to resist using your magic here as 
you'll need it soon enough. 
 
Level 2 - The Turtle Village 
 
Death = Adder's minions are waiting for you in Turtle   
Village. With a great jungle drum tune banging away in 
the background, you are thrown headlong into the thick of 
things. The fighting becomes ever so slightly more frantic 
here, so you have to get your jump attack ready to go. 
And remember to pick up any magic potions you see. 
Also, you get your first chance to ride a fire-breathing 
Bizarrian on this level. Utilising these strange dragon / 
dinosaur things is a double edged sword (no pun         
intended) because although they cause your enemies  
serious damage when you deliver to them a face full of 
fire, it only takes a single swipe from a foe to leave you on 
your barbarian butt in the dirt, minus a hit on your life bar 
for good measure. 
 
Level 3 - Crossing To The Mainland 
 
It turns out that the village was on the back of a giant 
turtle (you listening, Pratchett?), and he kindly transports 
us South across the sea to the mainland, where the    
battering and maiming of Death=Adder's legions         
continues. This is where we encounter some of the more 
tricky / annoying parts of the game.  For example, there is 
a broken bridge with a gap to leap across, but because of 
the forced or pseudo 3d aspect of the game it can be quite 
tricky to work out your position in relation to the jump. 
Once mastered though, it's quite easy to get it right every 
time. Tip #1: use the dash attack to cross the gap 
rather than the jump button. 
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It should be said at his point, that in between most levels 
your chosen character sets-up camp, builds a fire and 
prepares to cosy-in for the night. Then, just as they're 
about to drop-off, those pesky blue elves creep in and 
make off with any magic potions you may have left from 
the previous level. This works to the player's advantage 
though, because when you get up and start kicking elven 
butt again, you usually end up with more magic than you 
started with, and if you are lucky enough to have kicked 
any green elves, they will have dropped joints of meat 
that will replenish your sagging health meter. 
 
Level 4 - Eagle Island. 
 
In this level, the action takes place on the back of a great 
eagle. Trickier by far than any of the previous levels due 
to the Skeleton Swordsmen hiding among the eagle's 
feathers, you will need to have your wits about you not to 
lose any lives here.  Tip #2: Use diagonals.  There are 
so many enemies running at you from all sides that it is 
sometimes difficult to fend them all off at once, but their 
weakness is that they can only move up / down / left /
right, so approach them diagonally and slash away! (this 
tip can be applied in essence throughout the entire game 
in fact). 
 
Level 5 - Approaching the Castle or Final Battle.  
(system specific) 
 
The great eagle very kindly flew us to the castle walls 
where it docked quite nicely in the parapets and bade us 
farewell. Immediately we are confronted by a Bizarrian  
riding enemy Amazon. You have to take her out, being 
careful she doesn't knock you of the edge into the sea, 
then using the captured fire-breather, incinerate the half 
dozen or so guards on your way to the castle. Two big 
giants block your path now, but a repeated shoulder 
charge / kick attack soon finishes them off.  Now you're in 
the castle!  Pick up all the magic you find lying about and 
get ready to take out the big guy, Death=Adder himself. 
 
The big D.A. is a mean mo’fo’ who can match you magic 
for magic, hack for slash and vice versa. Add to this, the 
fact that he's surrounded by skeletal guards who never 
seem to die no matter how much you hammer and hack 
them. It's a tall order.  If you can avoid his magic attacks, 
clear the skeleton guards out of the way and use the afore 
mentioned diagonal attack method (remember?), he    
doesn't take that many hits to destroy. 
 
And that's it. King and Queen rescued, Golden Axe      
reclaimed, job done: right? 
 
Wrong! (Well kind of) 
 
If you were playing the arcade, Atari ST or Master       
System versions, you can now go and have a cup of tea, 
watch the credits and end sequence. But if you were  
playing the Megadrive, Amiga or Gameboy Advance     
version you still have work to do! I bet you wish you'd 
saved those potions now! 
 
The newly rescued King and Queen tell you that although 
they are very grateful for all your efforts, they suspect 
that something very strange was happening behind one of 
the doors at the back of the castle, and would you be a 
dear and go check it out.... 
 
Level 6 - Still at the Castle 
 
It turns out that the big guy you just wasted was Death = 
Adder Junior and his dad, the true Death = Adder is still at 
large. Chop/hack/slice/chop etc. 
 
Level 7 - The Dungeons 
 
Dark and foreboding, cramped, more damn skeleton  

swordsmen, statues that come to life, two huge yellow 
armoured knights and a seemingly impossible leap of faith 
(not necessarily in that order!).  This has to be the   
toughest stage in the game. Then the screen dramatically 
fades out, then back in again. You find yourself locked eye 
to eye with the real deal. Yep, it's Death = Adder time. 
 
Level 8 - The Final Stage (honestly!) 
 
Same as before, but this time he is bigger, still flanked by 
the impossible skeletons and able to do magic better than 
Paul Daniels!  Looks like you got your work cut out here, 
fella.  Worse still, you discover that he's able to attack 
you from his cowardly position off-screen.  Again if you      
remember to use your diagonal attacks and avoid his 
magic by staying in close to the big D.A, you will soon see 
the legendary Golden Axe spin through the air in slow 
motion, coming to rest squarely between Death = Adders’ 
shoulder blades.  Which is nice. 
 
Now you can sit back and enjoy the credits. 
 
Twin Endings 
 
Golden Axe has two different endings, dependant on the 
system you are playing on.  In the arcade, Master System 
and Atari ST versions, after you have successfully       
vanquished Death = Adder, the scene cuts to a Japanese 
arcade where kids are gathered around a Great Axe    
machine.  Suddenly the cabinet explodes in a puff of 
smoke and out jumps Death = Adder, his evil colleagues 
and then our three heroes.  The whole group then runs 
down the street chasing each other……cue the credits. 
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The Megadrive, Amiga and GBA versions on the other 
hand, see a list of each individual character, complete with 
stats about strength and weight, projected onto the 
screen for your viewing pleasure.  After that, it cuts to the 
game characters batting the credits baseball style as they 
are bowled to them by whatever character you finished 
the game with.  The by now familiar map of Yuria        
appears next with congratulatory messages on it, and 
finally the word 'fin'. The three heroes get up and throw 
their magic pots in the air, and the word 'end' is displayed 
in big red letters.  Truly awesome. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As is be expected, everybody had to have a slice of the 
'Axe action. 
 
Sinclair Spectrum:  
 
Unfortunately, The poor 8-bitter struggled to cope with 
some of the more complicated graphical requirements of 
GA. A tad cluttered looking and coupled with a dodgy  
control system, the game could only scrape together a 
disappointing 65% in the February '91 issue of C&VG. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Commodore 64:  
 
The C64's graphics were cleaner than the Speccy's and 
sound was fantastic, thanks to the SID chip, but the game 
was let down again by the slightly tricky controls. 

Amstrad: 
 
Faring a little better than the Speccy, but not as well as 
the C64 in the looks department, the Amstrad version of 
Golden Axe was pretty much an average experience.  
Again, it's widely regarded as a 'try before you buy' title 
due to the now familiar dodgy control problem. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sega Master System:  
 
Bit of a strange one this. The lead character Ax = Battler 
was renamed Tarik for the Master System outing of the 
game.  Also, only one character is selectable in the game 
although the three different magic variations of the arcade 
version are available to you.  Death = Adder is still the 
main baddie and the five stages of the arcade version are 
instantly recognisable, however the colours have a real 
washed-out look to them.  Overall, it plays pretty well but 
it's not very faithful to the original.  It's probably still 
worth having, though. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Atari ST:  
 
Graphically speaking, this is more like it! Striking, clean, 
colourful and easy on the eye, but brutally hard to play.  
The game screen was given a slight redesign for the ST 
outing, with a different status bar than all the other     
versions.  All this was wrapped up in a letter-box display 
(big black borders) which when added together, made for 
a much tougher challenge than most other versions. The 
enemy A.I. in the ST version seemed to be set higher than 
other versions.  Did the developers consider ST owners to 
be of a higher intellect than other computer owners? Yes, 
that must be the reason! (he-he). Long and frequent  
loading times also robbed this title of review score points. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Commodore Amiga:  
 
As close to the arcade game as you were going to get at 
the time.  Unlike the ST version, the Amiga effort was 
blessed with full-screen graphics, and sound sampled  
direct from the Megadrive game. Virgin Games handled 
the conversion, and  like the ST,  Amiga owners also had 
to endure long loading times.  Still a top effort. 
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Sega Megadrive/Genesis:  
 
The Daddy as far as home consoles were concerned at the 
time.  Like having the arcade machine in your house on 
free vend, this was a simply stunning arcade               
conversion with more levels to boot!.  The Megadrive  
version had a Duel option where a player could take on 
the progressively harder foes from the game in a one on 
one style arena challenge.  This added much longevity to 
the frankly easily completed story mode. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gameboy Advance:  
 
Released as part of the Sega Smash Pack along with 
Megadrive classics Sonic Spinball and Ecco the Dolphin, 
this version of Golden Axe is a bittersweet experience. On 
one hand, having a portable version of the game is simply 
divine.  And on the other?  Well, simply put the game play 
sucks.  Don’t get me wrong, it looks the part, has all the 
levels intact and sounds just like the real deal (in the 
main).  It seems to me that some bright spark decided to 
act on previous criticisms levelled at Golden Axe over the 
years about the game being too easy. Rather than      
increase the A.I. of the enemies or even just increase the 
amount of enemies the developers decided to speed    
everything up.  Now it plays like an old VCR on fast scan.  
That's maybe a bit harsh but surely if it's not broke, don't 
fix it. The appeal of the original game for some was the 
fact that it WAS easy to complete and didn't have any 
unnecessary nonsense like puzzles and the like!  Still, that 
said, Golden Axe is still worth owning on the GBA because 
there's nothing quite like defending Yuria on the toilet / 
train / (your) lunch break.. 

 
Notable Mentions:  
 
Other miscellaneous systems that Golden Axe has       
appeared on include the MSX, PC, Mega CD (as part of the 
Sega Classics disk), Turbo Grafx, Sega Saturn and even 
Bandai's Wonderswan handheld console, amongst others.   
 
With the advent of MAME, there is no reason not to play 
the original incarnation, whether it be on your home   
computer, or better still, pumped through a 42 inch   
widescreen via a modded Xbox !  Sheer Bliss. 

Sequels And Spin Offs. 
 
The inevitable Golden Axe sequel was a Megadrive /   
Genesis only affair. Golden Axe 2 (Sega - 1992) saw you 
yet again defending Yuria against the legions of evil. This 
time though, the main baddie, Dark Guld, decides to   
exact revenge for the killing of Death = Adder in the first 
game. The legendary Golden Axe has been stolen again 
and it's up to you to return it to it's rightful place. 
 
With tweaked, more colourful graphics and a slightly   
different magic system, Golden Axe 2 was more or less a 
carbon copy of the first. The UK magazines at the time 
said just that too, and, as a result, the sequel failed to 
have the same impact as the original game. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Golden Axe 3 (Sega - 1993) never saw the light of day in 
the UK. Copies of the Megadrive game are out there, but 
are becoming increasingly rare and more expensive. In 
the third outing there are some major changes           
implemented. Gilius Thunderhead the dwarf is now a non 
playable character, choosing instead to appear at the start 
of the game to outline your quest to you.  In his place 
there are two (pretty nondescript) selectable characters. 
The first being a cat / demon type thing and the second a 
huge brute with what looks like bits of chain or shackles 
hanging from his appendages. The biggest change of all is 
the multiple route choices.  Paths branch off at regular 
intervals, with your choices determining the outcome of 
the game and also the progression of the story. The 
graphics in this Japan only release are not too bad, but on 
the whole not really up to the standards set by Golden Axe 
2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Master System was party to some extra Axing at one 
point too. Golden Axe Warrior (Sega - 1991) was a largely 
forgettable top-down attempt at an R.P.G. The sum total 
of this half-assed cash in can be described in three      
syllables: slow and boring! (don't count the and), and was 
not a patch on Zelda, which it was obviously  trying to be. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sega's Saturn console fared a little more favourably. 1994 
saw the release of Golden Axe: the Duel. This arcade  
conversion is a one on one fighting game in the vein of 
Streetfighter 2 and the like. 
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Golden Axe: the Duel had a bit of fight of its own on its 
hands what with the release of the Virtua Fighter series on 
the same console.  Everybody at the time wanted to play 
this new-fangled 3D fighting lark, so the Duel was largely 
ignored. Add to that, the fact that the Duel lacked any 
kind of combo system (unlike Streetfighter), and the 
game was beat before it even entered the ring.  It is quite 
collectable these days, ironically, featuring all the cast of 
the first two games plus some previously unheard of. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fast forward to the present and we find ourselves looking 
forward to more Axe mania. Currently available in Japan 
for the PS2 is Sega's classic 3D-AGES series. Those lucky 
enough to have a doctored Sony machine can already 
sample the delights of smashing Death = Adder in glorious 
3D. Well pseudo 3D…but close enough.  I wait with baited 
breath on my import copy landing on my doormat - expect 
a report in these very pages when that happens.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And then onto the future… 
 
Golden Axe fans from all over the world are trying to   
create their own games based on the original masterpiece.  
Point your browser at: 
 
www.geocities.com/snappa_fcw/sega.html  
 
And you will be able to download the latest fan-built    
tribute to the game . Written by Rick Lappeman it's a  
startling piece of fan coding and well worth five minutes of 
your time. 
 
While you are surfing why not check out: 
 
www.classicgaming.com/goldenaxe/open.htm 
 
where you will find more information regarding this     
wonderful game including some great downloads like the 
music from the three main games, as well as stories based 
on the series, and of course the usual wallpaper and other 
goodies. 
 
So to conclude, then: Golden Axe in its many and varied 
guises and formats has kept this 36 year old happy and 
entertained enough for so long I don’t think I could ever 
tire of the series. Even if you are just a little intrigued by 
my ranting and wittering in these pages, I wholeheartedly 
urge you to check it out.  But, you already did, didn't you? 
 
P.S In the fourteen years or so that I've been playing 
Golden Axe, I've never once managed to figure out the 
mental scoring system that appears at the end.  Anybody 
care to enlighten me? 





Full Name: Stuart Whyte 
Age: 33 
Lives In:  Guilford, Surrey, UK 
Fulltime Job: Executive Producer, Lionhead 
Playing Video Games Since: 1979 
Favourite Game: ????? 
Hobbies: Films, TiVo, Pinball & Drinking (although not in that order!) 
Favourite Passtime: “Gaming is very high on the list.” 
Interesting Fact: “Dunno” 
Website: www.stuartwhyte.btinternet.co.uk 
Ambition In Life:  “My current ambition is to get my boiler sorted out – it’s 
currently been disconnected by ‘British Gas’ and if I don’t get it fixed I’m 
gonna freeze!” 

About Stuart 
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Stuart fell in love with text based adventures on that old 
’81 including Adventure A (Planet Of Death) and         
Adventure C (The Ship Of Doom) both released by Artic 
Computing.  “I had played games like this before on an 
Acorn Atom that a next door neighbour owned… and on an 
Apple II at my Dad’s work… but the ZX81 blew my mind.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After a while Stuart decided that he wanted to try his hand 
at making a text adventure himself, so he taught himself 
Basic and set to work on his ideas, modifying magazine 
type ins and the like, but never really creating anything of 
note.  “I loved the idea of text adventures” He recalls “but 
the parsers were always very limited and the stories short 
due to RAM”, but by this stage he tells us “I was hooked!” 
 
At the age of 14 Stuart got his hands on an Amstrad CPC’  
“…I got a text adventure for it, Souls of Darkon” (originally 
published by Taskset, then re-released by Bug Byte). 
“With my expectations managed by the ZX81, I was blown 
away when I loaded it. This game was pretty average by 
CPC adventure standards… but it was vastly advanced 
compared to my ZX81… and it had graphics!”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I devoured the games released by Level 9, Interceptor 
and later Infocom (when I bought a disk drive). But it 
wasn’t just text adventures I got into.  3D Monster Maze 
on the ZX81 and LaserSquad on the CPC both were    
landmark games for me – and it was a great honour to 
produce the X-Com games later in my life.” 

From Balrog To Bullfrog … and Beyond 
Simon 

 
 
 

November 1988 holds a special place in my retro gaming 
heart.  I remember waking up on that fateful day,    
throwing some clothes on and running down to my local 
newsagents with £1.45 of hard earned pocket money in 
hand.   I gave the money to the newsagent and in return I 
received Issue 50 of Amstrad Action.   I instantly went to 
the letters page and low and behold my letter had been 
printed.  I was over the moon (and only 12 at the time) 
and quickly ran home to show my mum, needless to say 
she wasn't that impressed! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After the jubilation of getting my name in print I thought it 
best to read the rest of the mag, especially as it had taken 
me three car washes to fund the purchase.  The Shinobi 
and Continental Circus game reviews delighted my little 
eyes (oh how I envied those electrifying colour       
screenshots - I had a green screen monitor at the time) 
and the fractal generation ‘type-in’ kept me locked in my 
bedroom for ages. (Along with the ladies underwear    
section of my mums’ catalogue!). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However it was the article on page 60 that really caught 
my eye, and would be the one reason that I would start to 
play adventure games. 
 
Nestled in-between a review of The New Zealand Story 
and a full page advert for the now defunct 1st Choice  
Software was a three page column about adventure   
gaming.  This was nothing new to the magazine as they 
had previously ran the column under the name The     
Pilgrim, but by Issue 50, The Pilgrim was long gone and in 
his place steps none other than The Balrog.  A legend was 
born. 
 
The Balrog was none other than Stuart Whyte, a man who 
has had his hands involved in many great things in our 
video game world and someone who has spent most of his 
adult life playing games and getting paid for it.  Surely the 
ultimate dream job? 
 
Stuarts' love for all things adventure started way back in 
1979 when he got his first computer, a ZX81.  “I upgraded 
that puppy massively – first 16K RAM pack, then a      
keyboard and finally some real crappy sound device!”  
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It was not just computer based games that Stuart recalls 
from his youth… “Arcade wise I have strong memories of 
visiting my grand parents in St. Annes, Lancashire and 
going to the pier and playing Starwars (WOW! – it blew 
me away at the time) and Phoenix amongst others.” 
 
Stuarts adventure gaming went on through his younger 
life, during his school days and well into college and    
university.  It was at the age of seventeen that Stuarts’ 
immense love for the adventure video game scene would 
turn into a money maker for him. 
 
Amstrad Action ran a column on adventure gaming on the 
CPC series called The Pilgrim written by Steve Cooke’  The 
column brought together the latest in news, previews, 
reviews and help and was bible-esque in its content as no 
other resources were available to gamers at the time. 
 
The Pilgrim ran an Adventurer of the Year Competition in 
1989, a multi issue Mastermind type quiz on all things CPC 
adventure.   Stuart tells us... “By this point I had been an 
addict of text adventures on the CPC for a while and had 
spent many nights playing all of the games and was a 
Lord of Adventure in the Pilgrim column offering advice on 
a number of games”.   
 
Either due to his vast amount of knowledge or pure 
geekyness, Stuart won the competition.  For his troubles 
should have received the entire selection of Magnetic 
Scrolls games, a trip to the publishers to claim his prize 
and a brass lantern with his name engraved on it.  It 
never worked out like that though.   
 
“Magnetic Scrolls went under so I only received only an 
un-engraved brass lantern in the end! It was a shame – 
but then I did get to write my own adventure column 
through winning this!” Stuart tells us. 
 
Around the same time Steve Cooke resigned from the 
Amstrad Action team and joined Future Publishing’s sister 
magazine, Advanced Computer Entertainment (A.C.E) to 
develop a column he had started writing for them        
previously. 
 
“…The then editor (Rod Lawton I believe) phoned me and 
asked me “If I was any good at English and could write?”!  
I think my proud reply was ‘I got a B at O-level!’” Stuart 
recalls, and so The Balrog was born. The 49th Issue 
(October 1989) was the issue in which Stuart took over 
the reigns…  
 
“I pretty much kept the format Steve had created as it 
was, I felt, very successful. Over time I experimented and 
tweaked the format (adding Bard’s Tale Club, Just for 
Laughs etc.) However, after this issue was published, I 
heard, through my editor, that Steve Cooke was far from 
impressed that I was using his pseudonym so a rapid 
change of plan was required!” 
 
“I think I worked with my Mum on some ideas, with the 
three key favourites being Floyd, The Bunyan and The 
Balrog. Floyd (from Infocom games Planetfall / Stationfall) 
was one of my favourite adventure game characters and I 
relished the idea of writing in this style.  The Bunyan (this 
was my Mums’ input) as I was following on from The   
Pilgrim (and John Bunyan wrote The Pilgrim’s Progress).  
The third favourite was The Balrog.   I had just read Lord 

of the Rings and the Balrog (and Moria) was one of my 
favourite sections of the book… coupled with the fact that 
Steve Cooke had sometimes mentioned that The Pilgrim 
had a Balrog chained up which he threatened people 
with.” 
 
“I loved the idea that the reason why the Pilgrim had been 
replaced was that the pet had eaten the master! (God – 
I’m sure a psychiatrist could make some money out of 
this ;-)) Anyway, after issue 49, I wrote a column as 
Floyd… but for a reason that now escapes me this was 
later changed to The Balrog.  A quick rewrite later and 
issue 50 was The Balrog… a role I really grew to enjoy 
writing (particularly as some of the readers imaginations 
ran riot when they wrote to me – they really thought of 
me as a Balrog – it was cool! ;-))” 
 
Writing as a freelance journalist, (without any previous 
experience!) the monthly column saw Stuart through five 
years of his life including his university years, where he 
studied a degree in Computer Science and Maintenance.   
Stuart wrote the column from home, sending the pages to 
the editor via a 3” disk which would then be edited on a 
Mac.  Working from home meant that Stuart never got the 
chance to join in the fun and frolics that others like Phil 
South had to endure at the Your Sinclair towers!   
 
“I think being freelance sheltered me from any wild times! 
The closest I ever got to this was attending the Adventure 
Convention in Birmingham a conference organised through 
the Adventure Probe fanzine. But I think this was much 
more geeky than wild ;-)” 
 
As the years wore on the CPC started to become outdated 
and the Atari ST and Amiga were the new kids on the 
block. Companies like Magnetic Scrolls, Level 9,          
Interceptor and Infocom either stopped making Amstrad 
games, or went under. However there were two tools that 
had been released in this time – The Graphic Adventure 
Creator (GAC) and the Professional Adventure Writer 
(PAW).  PAW was vastly better – but was harder to use, 
had no    graphics and required a disk drive.  GAC, on the 
other hand was more mass market, but the games were      
typically weaker.  
 
Replacing these larger companies were smaller homebrew 
adventure publishing houses and the quality of their    
output was frequently mediocre as they were all relative 
amateurs to the scene, although the odd gem did emerge 
from time to time.  The Balrogs last outing came in Issue 
93 (June 1993), mainly due to the lack of material     
available for the CPC range of computers as the focus has 
shifted to its 16 bit brothers. 
 
At the same time Stuart had started his first proper job.  
He was employed as producer in the console games      
division of the games publisher Microprose where he was 
responsible for eleven games!  
 
“At this point I had a PC and was playing stuff like Monkey 
Island and Ultima Underworld.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Balrog was getting harder and harder to write due to 
motivation of going backwards in gaming as well as time… 
hence the reason to call it a day.  That was the end of my 
writing career and from then on I’ve been a games      
producer. However I believe the Amstrad Action gig was a 
major plus towards me getting the job at Microprose so I 
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owe Steve Cooke and Rod Lawton a big lot of thanks!”  
 
Stuart joined Microprose in February 1993, where he was 
employed as a project manager, known today as a      
producer.  He was responsible for the schedules and  
budgets of the games being produced as well as ensuring 
the quality of the games was of the highest standard; 
working alongside teams of programmers, artists,       
designers, musicians and testers.  Stuart was ultimately 
responsible for the end product, and he had the final word 
in all decisions, although he assures us that every project 
was a team effort. 
 
“Getting the job at Microprose was very exciting – I was a 
massive fan of Gunship 2000 and Civilisation and had a lot 
of respect for them as a company.  I got to work with 
some very talented individuals including Andy Hieke (now 
in charge of Humongous), Valentina Brittain, John   
Broomhall and Nick Thompson. It was an exciting place.” 
 
His already vast knowledge of gaming went a long way in 
helping him with his new job.  Stuart tell us “Part of the 
skill of being a good producer, I believe, is the ability to 
know your stuff, both games and their game play, and 
take this into consideration  when making game play calls 
and quality judgements. Being game literate was a     
massive head start as was the critical/analytical skills  
required for stripping a game apart and reviewing it. My 
education let me apply various bits from my university 
course to my job which was also a fun. It was a massive 
learning experience – it was my first job! – but I had some 
great mentors and lots of support and somehow(!)     
managed to survive being thrown into the deep end in 
charge of 11 games!” 
 
Stuarts’ early work for Microprose saw him overseeing 
console based game production with many of the projects 
he was involved in not being released due to lack of funds 
after the company’s disastrous foray into arcade         
machines.  He tells us… “Releasing a console game in 
those days required huge amounts of money up front to 
Nintendo or Sega before they would deliver cartridges… 
and Microprose could not afford to take the stock risk. 
Boo! (SNES / Amiga 500), Tinhead (SNES) and Impossible 
Mission 2025 (SNES, Megadrive) were all not released 
though all were finished (except Boo which was 90% 
done). However there were a few games that I submitted 
to Nintendo and Sega that were complete, although which 
I had no real hands on production control.  These included 
Chaos Engine (SNES/ Megadrive) and Star Trek: The Next 
Generation (SNES / Megadrive).”  
 
Stuart spent a lot of time turning the UFO: Enemy Un-
known franchise into the X-Com series of games utilising a 
multi title development plan.  As well as the X-Com titles 
for the PC and PSX, Stuart produced a few other gems 
including:  F15 (Game Gear / Master System) F15 II 
(Megadrive), and Gunship 2000 (A1200 / CD32).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although happy about the involvement of the games he 
worked on, it was a good time for Microprose and they 
were churning out some classics.  “Transport Tycoon, 
Grand Prix 2 and Civilisation 2 were all awesome and I’d 
love to have been involved with them!” 
 
Like all good games companies there were a few stinkers.  
The likes of Impossible Mission 2025 (CD32) managed to 
creep out of the Microprose stable under the watchful eye 
of our Stuart, however in his defence Stuart told us 
“Impossible Mission 2025: The Special Edition was a    
sequel to the old 8-bit classic Impossible Mission. We were 
developing the game on SNES and Megadrive in parallel 
and the development time was short, just 6 months. The 
programming team was strong but the poor designer 
really struggled with the game and the final version, 
though we had attempted to fix the problems in the last 
few weeks, was still very weak.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As bad as this game was, Stuart is more horrified about 
the way a designer friend of his managed to destroy the 
control mechanism for the PSX version of X-Com! 
 
In the latter part of 1993, Microprose was bought by 
Spectrum Holobyte and the focus changed to producing 
simulation type PC games.  During this time games were 
marketed under the original company brand names until 
the company was taken over in 1996 by Hasbro.  There 
was a bit of a shake up in the company too, as Stuart  
recalls … “It was pretty horrific.  After the merger about 
25% of the company was made redundant and every  
department lost staff… except mine. There was a belief 
that consoles were the way forward, and the only way to 
catch up on the rapidly expanding competitor Electronic 
Arts”.  
 
The three years that Stuart was employed by Microprose / 
Spectrum Holobyte held many experiences, both good and 
bad.  His first role in game production was a successful 
one for the most part, and he was lucky enough to be 
involved with some of the best games of the era.  Of all 
the productions Stuart spearheaded, two stick out in his 
mind… “Pirates! Gold was completed in six weeks by an 
incredibly cool, workaholic, team who wanted to get to 
number one, and we did!.  The other being X-Com: Terror 
from the Deep … again a great team making a game 
which was much more successful than the original.” 
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March 1996 saw Stuart changing employers and becoming 
a Technical Manager at Entertainment Online (E-On).  A 
member of the dot com boom, E-On specialised as a   
family games channel on the internet, providing single and 
multiplayer titles for download and online play.  Stuarts’ 
role was to oversee the implementation of the site and 
build the team. “Working with an external developer down 
in ‘Kingston’ and an internal team, we sourced multiplayer 
and old retail games and served them to a meagre      
customer base. The channel was ahead of it’s time and too 
mass-market for a market which was still primarily    
hardcore gamers (particularly on the internet).”  Stuart 
tells us. 
 
Well before broadband became commonplace in homes 
across the UK, Stuart found it difficult to create quality 
titles with the restrictions he had. “All of our users were 
on either 24.4 or 48.8 modems. We had to minimise 
download size which made experimenting with Java a  
possibility – but ultimately this was a frustrating time in 
my career – the 5Mb cap on file size really limited the 
quality of the games compared to CD based titles and I 
was itching to get back into the real industry again!” 
 
Within time, as in all his places of employment, Stuart 
earned promotion, this time to Development Manager.  
The company had grown and E-On had employed people 
to run the I.T and technical areas of the site.  Stuarts’ new 
role saw home focussing purely on the games side of 
things where he incubated new multiplayer start up teams 
for new online games, as well as targeting old classic 
games (such as Lemmings 2) for the download section of 
the site. 
 
As interesting and valuable experience as web based   
production was, it didn’t feel like proper games           
production, and this is something Stuart badly missed.  So 
in January 1998, Stuart moved to Bullfrog Productions, 
where he had the chance to go back to his roots. 
 
Bullfrog had been in operation for about 10 years when 
Stuart joined the ranks as one of their first Producers.  
They had been previously working without producers and 
it was apparent as soon as Stuart walked in.  “It was 
chaos! No one individual was in charge of teams and there 
were no designers. It was a great challenge – but lots of 
fun.” 
 
In his days at Bullfrog, Stuart was involved in some of the 
biggest games in his career so far including Dungeon 
Keeper 2 and Theme Park Inc, on the PC.  However a port 
of a famous 16 Bit game is still his most proudest moment 
to date “I was producer on Populous : The Beginning, with 
a great team, making what was one of the best games 
I’ve worked on. I’m still very proud of our achievement on 
that.”  And so he should be! 
 
However it was in 2001 where Stuart was to get his    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
biggest and most profitable gig to date. (Profitable for the 
company anyway!)  After the successes of Populous TB, 
Dungeon Keeper 2 and others, Bullfrog (now Electronic 
Arts after the merger in 1997) promoted our man to   
Senior Producer, and promptly gave him production    
control over the entire Harry Potter series of games.  It is 
a true testament to Stuarts’ professionalism and ability 
that the Harry Potter series is so popular the world over.        
Admittedly, he had some great material to work with,  
however as we all have seen in the past it’s not that easy 
to produce a good film tie-in game (OCEAN and anyone?). 
 
The final part of The Balrog story so far sends us to     
Lionhead, a company based near Guilford, Surrey.   Stuart 
joined the Lionhead team in June this year (2004) after 6 
very enjoyable years at Bullfrog / Electronic Arts.  An      
Executive Producer, Stuart has been brought in to help 
improve the production at the company, although if you 
have played Fable on the Xbox (from the Lionhead      
stables) you may think that they do not need Stuarts’  
expertise and knowledge. Currently working on a game 
called The Movies Stuarts’ career seems still to be on the 
up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So there we have it.  From a guy who wrote a column in a 
magazine, to a very experienced game producer, and he is 
still only 33 years old.  Keep your eyes open; with Stuart 
overseeing things at Lionhead, I am sure that there will be 
something special around the corner. 
 

 



Latest Version: 1.42 (stable) 1.43 (beta) 
Download From:  www.snes9x.com (under 1MB zip file) 
Minimum Requirements:  Pentium 200 
   32MB RAM 
   Win 95, 98, ME, NT, 2K, XP 
   (Open GL Drivers needed for Win95) 
   DirectSound compatible soundcard 
   Games in ROM format. 
 
Keyboard Shortcuts: 
  
 ALT+ENTER  (Toggle full screen on/off) 
 ALT+DELETE (Stretch image) 
 ESCAPE (Toggle menu bar on/off) 
 TAB   (Turbo mode for skipping long intros) 
 CTRL+O  (Open ROM window) 
 ALT+F4   (Exit Snes9x) 
 ALT+F5  (Display Configuration screen) 
 ALT+F6  (Display Settings screen) 
 ALT+F7  (Joypad Configuration screen) 
 ALT+T  (Sound Settings screen) 
 ALT+E  (Game Genie, Action Replay input screen) 
 ALT+A  (Search For Cheats screen) 
 SHIFT+F1/F9 (Save game to slot 1 to 9) 
 F1/F9  (Load game from slot 1 to 9) 
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Snes9x: A Users Guide 
 

Snes9x is an emulator for the popular Super Nintendo 
Entertainment System or SNES, and is one of the finest 
and most complete out there, after over seven years of 
coding it should be.   One of the best things about it 
though, like most emulators, it’s completely FREE! 
 
It is arguably the most compatible and easiest Super   
Nintendo emulator to use, and the choice of thousands all 
over the world.   In development for well over 7 years you 
would expect it to have earned this accolade too. 
 
In this article we will be concentrating on the PC port of 
the emulator, however the setup and changing of settings 
is virtually identical on which ever machine you are    
planning to run it on. 
 
Without wasting any more time lets get started with this 
great program.  Download the latest zip of the files from 
the link opposite and extract them to a directory      
somewhere on your computer.  If using Windows you will 
need to click on the Windows Binaries link.  I would     
recommend creating a folder called Emulator (because I 
am sure you will have more than one emulator at some 
point) and inside this a folder called Snes9x where you 
should extract the files in the zip to.  (You do not have to 
do this, but it just makes it easier to work with, especially 
if you do have multiple emulators). 
 
Ok, so now we have the contents of the zip file extracted 
into our Snes9x folder.  As mentioned about, the initial 
settings are usually enough to get started with Snes9x, so 
to start with we will leave them as they are.  The next 
stage is to move your SNES games, or ROMS, to the 
Snes9x directory. 
 
Naturally, for every ROM you have, you also need own the 
original game.  We covered the legalities of ROMS in the 
first issue, so we will not go there now, however if you 
look around hard enough I am sure you will find a few :-) 
 
Snes9x has Zip support, which is handy as most ROMS 
come in zip packages.  If you do not have zipped up ROMS 
you are still ok as Snes9x supports many of the ROM   
extensions including *.smc, *.sfc, *.fig, *.1, *.2, sf32xxxa 
and sf32xxxb, which should cover most of the SNES ROM 
images you are likely to come across.  It might be worth 
your while to create a new folder inside the Snes9x folder 
called ROMS, just makes life easier! 
  
All you need to do is to put the ROM, either in its raw or 
zipped form into the Snes9x folder (or ROMS folder if you 
created one) and you are ready to go….well almost. 
  
Snes9x has been set-up by the creator with general    
settings that will work fine for most systems without  
needing any adjustments, but depending on your system 
(and the game you want to play) you may want to change 
a few of them to enhance the emulator’s performance. 
 
Snes9x stores its values and settings in the Windows   
registry, so any new version you download should work 
the same as the previous where settings are concerned, 
unless of course you have changed any of them.  It goes 
without saying that if you do decide to change any of the 
settings, make sure you (1) keep a copy of the original 
settings file and (2) make a note of what you are     
changing, in case you need to go back to it at a later date, 
or install a newer version of the software. 
 
For now we will use the default settings, which will work 
for most games.  Snes9x uses a keyboard layout for    
control by default,  however if you need to change the 
keys being used, or even if you want to map your joypad 
buttons to it, then it would be advisable to do this before 

you start playing. 
 
Fire up the program by double clicking the snes9x.exe 
icon and from the menu at the top of the screen click on 
INPUT and then JOYPAD CONFIGURATION, or just 
press ALT+F7 simultaneously as show here.  

 
You will be shown this screen: 

 
Click on one of the white boxes and replace the default 
control with your preferred key and repeat for each white 
box. If you have a joypad or controller you want to use 
just replace the key presses with button & directional 
presses and the pad will work in Snes9x.   
 
Using a joypad is the best control method due to the fact 
that all keyboards have a limit on the maximum keys that 
can be pressed simultaneously.  A good way to play any 
game through Snes9x is to use a SNES pad connected to 
the LPT (Parallel Port) on your PC, bringing a little       
authenticity to proceedings.  Next issue we will bring you 
a guide to rigging up your old SNES pad to your computer 
for that authentic feel when playing Snes9x. 
 
But for now let’s load a game and get playing…. 
 
From the menu bar click on FILE then LOAD GAME, or 
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press CTRL+O simultaneously, as shown here: 

A new screen appears where you can locate you games 
and run them. 

 
This screen works just like Windows Explorer does, so use 
the left side of the screen to locate the folder you made 
where the ROMS are stored, and then click on the ROM 
you want to play in the right side and finally click on OPEN 
ROM to load the game. 
 
You will notice that I have included the same game twice 
in the picture to demonstrate something.  The top game is 
the extracted, raw ROM.  The bottom is the same game 
which has been zipped.  Although the zipped game may 
save space on your hard drive, it doesn’t allow the     
technology in Snes9x to read the game correctly and   
report on its description and size.  Not normally a      
problem, but can be if the name of the zip file is different 
to the actual game name.  Zipped games still work fine, 
but if you are a purest, then you may want to extract the 
game from the zip before playing it, just so Snes9x     
reports the game correctly. 
 
The game starts in windowed mode (using the SNES   
native video mode of 256x224), so it will not fully utilise 
the space in the window, however if you want it to run full 
screen at the native video mode, you simply have to 
ALT+ENTER simultaneously.  Pressing ALT+ENTER 
again returns to windowed mode.  (To change the video 
mode to use more of your screen see the Solving       
Problems section further on.) 
 
And there you have it.  Snes9x playing virtually whatever 
SNES game you throw at it. 
 
But playing games is not all that Snes9x can do ….. 
 
Cheaters never prosper….or do they? 
 
Snes9x comes with its own cheat system; you may be 
pleased to hear.  It is easy to use, as long as you learn 
the basic. We will use Super Ghouls ‘n’ Ghosts to show 
you how to obtain infinite lives. Any help is appreciated on 
this difficult game as you can probably appreciate. 
 
First load the game, start playing the first level and pause 
it as soon as possible using the ENTER key on your     
keyboard, this makes it a little easier. Now from the 

Snex9x menu, click on CHEAT and then SEARCH FOR 
NEW CHEATS (or press ALT+A simultaneously). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You will be presented with this new screen:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the COMPARISON TYPE select EQUAL, in COMPARE 
TO select ENTERED VALUE and in ENTER A VALUE 
TYPE 2, for the number of lives you started with.  Your 
screen should look something like the one above.  If it is, 
click on SEARCH. 
 
You should now have about 100 matches, but we need to 
narrow this down a bit to find the value we want. 
Click OK and return to the game and promptly lose a life. 
On your next life try to return to the same place and go 
back into the cheat window as shown above. 
 
This time enter 1 into the ENTER A VALUE section and 
click SEARCH again.  This should have narrowed the list 
down to between 1 and 4 different values. If you have 
more than 1 value then try losing another life and       
repeating until you get only 1 value.  When you only have 
one value in the ADDRESS field, write it down as this is 
the one we need to use to allow us to add more lives. 
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Click on 7E02A4 in the ADDRESS field and then click on 
ADD CHEAT.  A news screen appears like the one below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the section marked ENTER A NEW VALUE type any 
number between 1 and 9.  (it doesn't really matter which 
value you choose as whatever value you put here will  
always give us infinite lives) then click OK to return to the 
CHEAT SEARCH screen and then click on OK again to 
return to the game. 
 
Restart the game by pressing the ENTER key, and then 
from the Snex9x menu click on CHEAT and then APPLY 
CHEAT, restart the game and we now have unlimited 
lives :-) 
 
Surely there is an easier way? 
 
Well yes there is actually.  Rather than go through all that 
hard work for every game you want to cheat at Snex9x 
has been programmed with the ability to use Game Genie 
and Pro-Action Replay codes, just as if you had the    
original cheat cartridge plugged into a SNES. 
 
For explain how this works we will use the game Street 
Fighter 2.  A quick search at www.gamegenie.com reveals 
61 codes for Street Fighter 2.  We think we will try out 
DD61-6DA9 as this will make it possible to do special 
moves in mid air. I remember playing an arcade machine 
in a seedy back alley arcade with this hack activated, it 
just added so much more to the game. 
 
First of all, load the game, then from the Snex9x menu 
click on CHEAT and then click on GAME GENIE,       
PRO-ACTION REPLAY CODES (or press ALT+A        
simultaneously) as shown here:  

The new screen that emerges is the CHEAT ENTRY AND 
EDITOR SCREEN.  Enter the above code into the box 
marked ENTER CHEAT CODE.   
 
 
 
 

Click on ADD then OK to take you back to the main 
Snes9x screen. 
 
Click on CHEAT again and ensure that the APPLY 
CHEATS section is ticked if it is not already. 

Load the game, choose you favourite character and start 
kicking ass with mid air fireballs, sonic booms and     
whirlwind kicks! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Problem Solving With Snes9x 
 
This section will try and give answers to the more      
common problems that you may well encounter when  
using Snes9x.  If you cannot solve your specific problem 
from the answers we provide here, take a look at the  
forums over at www.snes9x.com and post a message 
there if you need to. 
 
Q) How Do I Get Back To The Factory Default       
Settings? 
 
A) If you have been playing around with the settings to try 
and get a feature or game to work and can’t remember 
what you have changed, or the program will not open any 
more, you might want to reset it all back to normal. 
 
This is easily done by typing a simple text string in the 
Windows RUN box.  If you are using Windows XP Click the 
START button, then click on RUN.  Now browse for the 
snes9x.exe file and click OPEN. 
 
You should be back at the RUN program with the correct 
path to your Snes9x program, now you need to add         
-restore to the end of the line, like this: 

Make sure that you encase the path only in quotes and 
leave a space before the -restore command.   Click on OK 
and Snes9x will restore its settings and will open to the 
main screen.  A good little trick that will become         
invaluable to you as you start tinkering with settings. 
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Q) My Picture Output Looks A Little Weird, How Can 
I Change It? 
 
A) Snes9x comes with a selection of predefined text    
output rendering options.  To chose from those included, 
from the main Snes9x menu, click on OPTIONS and then 
click on DISPLAY CONFIGURATION, or press ALT+F5 
simultaneously, as shown here: 

You will be presented with the DISPLAY SETTINGS   
window, as shown here:  

There are many settings on this screen which affect the 
final display output; however we are interested in the 
OUTPUT IMAGE PROCESSING section.  Click on the 
drop down arrow in this section to be presented with a 
selection of options to choose from. 
 
Normal is as it says, the normal and default output type. 
Scanlines (dark horizontal lines that emulate a TV 
screen) 
Kreed’s Super Eagle (smears pixels together with a 
slight blurring, attempting to round every edge) 
Kreed’s 2xSal (like Kreed’s Super Eagle, but more blurs 
on the diagonals and rounds every edge) 
Kreed’s Super2xSal (the combination of Super Eagle 
and 2xSal) 
TV Mode (emulates a TV with more defined lines, ala 
Scanlines) 
 
Take the time to play about with the other settings on this 
screen, to get the output quality and style you are      
comfortable with. 
 
Q) My Games Are Running At The Wrong Speed, 
How Do I Correct This? 
 
A) This can be caused by a few different reasons.  Either 
the program’s timing is out of whack, or your computer is 
too quick / slow.  To remedy this you can try a few things. 
 
Firstly press the TAB key on your keyboard.  This toggles 
the inbuilt TURBO feature on and off. 
 
If this did not help then go to the DISPLAY SETTINGS 
screen as show above, and make sure the USE FRAME 
LIMITER and AUTOMATIC FRAME SKIPPING options 
are both ticked. 
 
If you are still not getting any joy then press the – key, 
which is in-between the = key and the ) key on your   
keyboard, until you see the words AUTO FRAME SKIP on 
the screen.  And if this does not help then hold down the 
SHIFT key and press the – or = keys to change the frame 
rate to either 17ms for an NTSC game or 20ms for a PAL 
game. 

If all else fails, reset Snes9x to its defaults as described 
above. 
 
Q) Why Is The Text Messed Up In My Game? 
 
A) Some games, for example the Secret of Mana, use the 
Super Nintendo’s Hi-Res mode, which is sometimes turned 
off in the emulator.  To turn it on, go to the DISPLAY 
SETTINGS screen as described above, and put a tick in 
the HI RES section of SNES IMAGE. 
 
Q) Can I Save My Progress In A Game? 
 
A) The nice thing about Snes9x is the ability to save the 
game wherever you want to and then come back to it at a 
later date. 
 
You can do this via one of two ways, either through the 
Snes9x menu or via a keyboard shortcut. 
 
If you want to use the menu method, click on FILE then 
click on SAVE GAME POSITION and then choose any of 
the available slots as shown here: 

You can load the save state back simply by clicking on the 
corresponding slot from the LOAD GAME POSITION 
menu as show above. 
 
If you want to save your position via a keyboard shortcut, 
hold SHIFT and press F1 for slot 1, F2 for slot 2 etc.  To 
reload your save state simply press F1 for slot one, F2 for 
slot 2 etc. 
 
Q) My Game will not work,  help! 
 
A)  Don't worry, this has happened to most emulator   
users at one time or another and can be caused by a few 
different reasons. 

Reason 1 - Bad ROM image. 

This is the most common problem. Try extracting or 
downloading the ROM image again, if this still fails try to 
get the file from a different source as your original 
download source may be corrupted.  
 

Reason 2 - The sound is OK but the graphics are         
corrupted. 

This happens because the original game cartridges stored 
the graphics in a "Graphic Pack" (S-DDS1 or SPC7110 
chip) and this cannot be extracted from the original     
cartridge. 
 
To get around this, a possible solution would be to obtain 
the "Graphic Packs" from www.dejap.com for these 
games, which will contain a file or files and should be  
extracted into a folder on your computer. 
 
Games that are affected include "Star Ocean", 
"Streetfighter Alpha 2", "Streetfighter Zero 2" and "Far 
East of Eden Zero". 
 
To solve this problem extract the "Graphics Pack" (see 
above) to your hard drive and open Snes9x.   From the 
main Snes9x menu click on OPTIONS then click on GFX 
PACK CONFIGURATION.  You will now have a list of all 
the games that require patching. Select which game you 
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want to patch and browse for the "Graphics Pack" you 
have extracted. Click OK and load the file, now instead of 
looking like this…. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your game  should look more like this 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q) My game still will not work 
 
A) There are some games that currently do not work with 
any version of Snes9x. This is due to newer chips in the 
cartridge that have not been emulated yet and may never 
be. 
 
SD Gundam GX, Topgear 3000 and Exhaust Heat 2 are 
but a few such games.  

 
Q) My game plays but there is no sound / sound is 
corrupt. 
 
A) The first port of call should be to make sure that you 
have the latest drivers for your sound card, and that it 
supports DirectX. Make sure that your volume control in 
Windows is not turned down / off or muted as well. Also 
make sure that your speakers are connected and working, 
just to be on the safe side. 
 
If the problem still persists, check your settings in Snes9x.  
From the Snex9x menu click on SOUND and then    
PLAYBACK RATE and then choose a sound setting to try 
(do not choose NO SOUND).  

If this doesn't solve your problem, try changing some of 
the other settings such as the frequency used in the 

deactivating both the STEREO and 16 BIT SOUND    
options, also in the SOUND menu. 
 
One other thing to try is to change the sound settings 
themselves under SETTINGS in the SOUND section, as 
shown above.  In this screen you can change a whole host 
of variables in an attempt to get the sound working, but 
remember if you make a mistake you can always reset 
Snes9x back to its default settings easily enough.  
 

Q) It runs too slowly 

A) The minimum specification for Snes9x is a Pentium 
200Mhz processor with 32Mb of RAM,  however this may 
not be powerful enough to run games full speed, so here 
are some changes you can make to get games to run 
faster.  
It is possible to run games on less powerful machines than 
the minimum specification but don't expect them to reach 
full speed, even with these tips. 
 
You can display the fps (frames per second) on screen, so 
that you can see straight away if there is a speed        
improvement, if any. Turn on fps display by clicking on 
OPTIONS and then DISPLAY CONFIGURATION (or 
press ALT+F5 simultaneously) and make sure that the 
box marked SHOW FRAME RATE is checked. 
 
Full Screen mode is actually faster than windowed mode, 
so use it to see if it makes any difference to the game you 
are playing.  (Instructions on getting to full screen mode 
are explained previously) 
  
Turning the sound off should also give you a speed boost.  
From the main Snes9x menu click on SOUND, then 
PLAYBACK RATE and then click on NO SOUND. 
 
Alternatively you might want to lower the quality so that it 
frees up some of your computers resources.  Also from the 
SOUND menu, and un-tick the 16 BIT SOUND, STEREO 
and INTERPOLATED options.  
 
You may want to try one at a time so that you can see 
what performance gain you get from them individually.  
 
Remember, this is not a definitive guide by any means, 
however it may give you a starting point to solve any 
problems you may have yourself.  If you are still having 
problems after you have exhausted the pointers here, 
remember to check out the forums at www.snes9x.com. 

 

In the next issue, we will be looking at emulators on the 
Sega Dreamcast, along with how to make one of these: 

 
work with Snes9x on your PC! 

Next Issue 



 

 

Pong ScreenShot 
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Lets Begin 
 
It is traditional to start an introduction to any language 
with a Hello World program, this is to show you how to set 
up the basic code and actually display something on 
screen. 
 
Start with clicking on FILE and then NEW on the main 
BlitzPlus menu so we get out input screen.  Now in the So 
in the main window type: 
 
Print "Hello World" 
WaitKey 

 
Now press the run button        which is on the toolbar at 
the top of the screen. 
 
There, I told you this language would be easy to learn! 
 
The first line prints Hello World to the screen and then the 
command WaitKey waits for the user to press a key (this is 
just so that the window doesn’t disappear before we see 
the text).   
 
You like that? Good, now let’s get on with something a 
little more advanced. 
 
On the next page you will see a complete listing for the 
first tutorial. 
 
We will look at each of the lines of code in turn, pointing 
out the important commands and how they are used in 
BlitzBasic. 
 
To make it easier for you to read and understand, I have 
decided to colour code the lines taken from the program.  
This will make it easier for you to follow, and also easier to 
refer to while you are learning, so look out for the BLUE 
writing. 
 
I have also taken the opportunity to split the code and 
explanations up into sections, easily noticeable by the 
ORANGE headings. 
 
Have a look over the code on the next page, and if you 
feel brave enough type it in as you are reading the pages 
after it.  If you want to cheat a bit, or simply do not want 
to type in lines of code, you can download the source file 
from the download section on our website found at: 
 

www.retrorevival.co.uk 

My First Pong! 
DIJ 

 
 
 

Blitz Basic, the programming language I will be teaching 
here, was released many years ago for the Commodore 
Amiga and was used to program games such as Worms  
by Team 17, the Skidmarks series by Acid, the Gloom 
series by Black Magic and many more. The program has 
since been re-written and updated for the today’s PC’s  
using DirectX, and is mainly aimed at games               
programmers.  
 
Mark Sibly wrote Blitz for the Amiga and has since written 
the 3 PC versions currently available:- Blitz Basic, Blitz3D 
and Blitz Plus. 
 
Blitz Basic was the first PC version, released in October 
2000, and was mainly used for creating 2D games. This 
release is no longer being updated and the last update 
was version 1.80. 
 
Blitz3D was released in September 2001 and incorporates 
all the commands from Blitz Basic, as well as adding a 
whole host of 3D commands. This product is still         
supported and still receives updates.  It is currently on 
version 1.88. 
 
BlitzPlus was released in February 2003 and improves 
upon Blitz Basic by adding GUI Support (Graphical User 
Interfaces), this program can create 2D games and     
applications. Current version 1.40 
 
For the purpose of these lessons I will be using BlitzPlus, 
and the programs we are looking at should work in any 
version (full or demo) so it shouldn’t matter which you 
have. 
 
You can download a demo from www.blitzbasic.com to try 
out for free, however you won’t be able to create any  
executable files from this but it is good enough to use for 
these lessons. 
 
You will need DirectX 7 (minimum) to run Blitz Basic or 
Blitz3D,  however BlitzPlus will work with any version of 
DirectX, so you should have no need to have to update 
this. 
 
I would advise spending some time at www.blitzcoder.com 
and www.blitzbasic.com to learn the language. Even 
though the language is classed as BASIC (Beginner's     
All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) in the right hands 
it can be used to write quality games fast. 
 
You shouldn’t be expecting to be able to write a Doom 3 
beater or Quake 4 but BlitzPlus will allow you to write 
games such as Lemmings, Worms, Tetris, Repton, Dizzy 
and most other retro games (eventually). 
 
Retro remakes are very popular among Blitz users,  
probably due to their ease of programming (compared to 
newer games) and that the programmers spent so long 
playing the originals that they know the game inside out, 
which obviously makes it easier to re-create. 
 
This first lesson will take you through the steps of       
programming a remake of the classic Pong game, albeit 
without a menu or sound.  I encourage you to experiment 
with the settings and source code to add different features 
or just to see how it works. Don’t worry if you break    
anything, you will learn from your mistakes as we all do. 
 
As this will be the first lesson, I will try and explain every 
command I use. In future lessons we won’t have the 
space to look at every line but will be focussing more on 
new commands and how we use them. 
 
And now….on with the show…. 
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Graphics 640,480,0,2 
 
Global BallX#, BallOldX#, BallY#, BallOldY#, BallXSpeed#, BallYSpeed#, PlayerY, ComputerY, ComputerSpeed#, gfxBat, gfxBall, PlayerScore, ComputerScore 
BallX=320 
BallY=240 
BallXSpeed = 0.5 
BallYSpeed = 0.5 
PlayerY=240 
ComputerY=240 
ComputerSpeed = 2.5 
 
gfxBat=CreateImage(16,64) 
SetBuffer ImageBuffer (gfxBat) 
Rect 0,0,16,64,0 
 
gfxBall=CreateImage(16,16) 
SetBuffer ImageBuffer (gfxBall) 
Oval 0,0,16,16,1 
 
SetBuffer BackBuffer() 
 
While Not KeyDown(1) 
 
 PlayerMovement() 
 ComputerMovement() 
 UpdateBall() 
  UpdateScreen() 
 
Wend 
 
Function PlayerMovement() 
If KeyDown(208) Then PlayerY = PlayerY + 5 
If KeyDown(200) Then PlayerY = PlayerY - 5 
If PlayerY < 0 Then PlayerY = 0 
If PlayerY > 416 Then PlayerY = 416 
End Function 
 
Function ComputerMovement() 
If BallXSpeed > 0 Then 
 If BallY > ComputerY Then ComputerY = ComputerY + ComputerSpeed 
 If BallY< ComputerY Then ComputerY = ComputerY - ComputerSpeed 
 If ComputerY < 0 Then ComputerY = 0 
 If ComputerY > 416 Then ComputerY = 416 
EndIf 
End Function 
 
Function UpdateBall() 
BallOldX = BallX 
BallOldY = BallY 
BallX = BallX + BallXSpeed 
BallY = BallY + BallYSpeed 
If BallY < 0 Then BallYSpeed = 0 - BallYSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : BallX = BallOldX 
If BallY > 464 Then BallYSpeed = 0 - BallYSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : BallX = BallOldX 
If ImagesCollide (gfxBall,BallX,BallY,0,gfxBat,10,PlayerY,0) Then BallXSpeed = 0 - BallXSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : BallX = BallOldX 
If ImagesCollide (gfxBall,BallX,BallY,0,gfxBat,614,ComputerY,0) Then BallXSpeed = 0 - BallXSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : BallX = BallOldX 
End Function 
 
Function UpdateScore() 
Color 255,255,255 
Text 140,10,"Players Score " + PlayerScore 
Text 330,10,ComputerScore + " Computers Score" 
If BallX < 0 Then ComputerScore = ComputerScore + 1 : ResetGame() 
If BallX > 640 Then PlayerScore = PlayerScore + 1 : ResetGame() 
End Function 
 
Function ResetGame() 
BallX = 320 
BallY = 240 
PlayerY = 240 
ComputerY = 240 
BallXSpeed = BallXSpeed * 1.01 
BallYSpeed = BallYSpeed * 1.01 
ComputerSpeed = ComputerSpeed * 1.011 
End Function 
 
Function UpdateScreen() 
Cls 
 UpdateScore() 
 DrawImage gfxBall,BallX,BallY 
 DrawImage gfxBat,10,PlayerY 
 DrawImage gfxBat,614,ComputerY 
Flip 
End Function 

My First Pong - Complete Code Listing 
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Pong Stage 1:  Setting Up 
 
There are two parts to this stage, firstly setting up the 
graphics mode we will be using, and secondly creating 
and defining the variables needed. 
 
First we need to set up the graphics mode we will be   
using. 
 
Graphics 640,480,0,2 

 
This line lets the computer know that we want to use a 
graphic display mode with the resolution of 640 pixels in 
width and 480 pixels in height.  The computer counts from 
0,0 at the top left of the screen, so if you displayed  
something at 100,100 then it would be shown in the   
upper left corner of your monitor.  
 
The 0 refers to the screens colour depth in bits, you can 
choose 16, 24, 32 or 0. 0 tells the computer to use which 
ever mode is fastest. 
 
The last digit 2 is so that the program will run in a       
window, rather than full screen which would be a 1. 
 
That’s the screen setup.  Now we need to set up all the 
variables for the game.  A variable is a word that will hold 
values for score and positions of everything in the game 
world. 
 
For this game of Pong we will use 13 variables, the line of 
code we will be using is: 
 
Global BallX#, BallOldX# , BallY#, BallOldY#, BallXSpeed#,          
BallYSpeed#, PlayerY, ComputerY, ComputerSpeed#, gfxBat, gfxBall, 
PlayerScore, ComputerScore 

 
It is always a good idea to use names for the variables  as 
it makes it very easy to remember what they are for.  
 
Global allows the variables to be used through out the  
entire program, and it is worthy to note that each variable 
must be separated with a comma. 
 
BallX# - the horizontal value of the ball. 
 
BallY# - the vertical value of the ball. 
 
BallXSpeed# - the horizontal speed of the ball. 
 
BallYSpeed# - the vertical speed of the ball. 
 
PlayerY - the vertical position of the player’s bat. 
 
ComputerY - the vertical position of the computer’s bat. 
 
ComputerSpeed# - the speed of the computer’s bat. 
 
gfxBat - relates to the bat graphic 
 
gfxBall - relates to the ball graphic 
 
PlayerScore - the player’s score. 
 
ComputerScore - the computer’s score. 
 
You will notice that there are two other variables hidden in 
that line of code, making our total of 13, they are:      
BallOldX and BallOldY.   
 
These two variables are only used once in the code,    
although they are still classed as global variables.      
However as we are listing the variables, it makes sense to 
include them in this line of code.  The two variables store 
the value for the horizontal and vertical positions of the 
ball so that we can recall it later when trying to plot the 
path of the ball itself. 
 
The # next to some of the variables denotes to the rest of 

the program that the variable contains a floating point 
number, which allows decimal places for increased      
accuracy. Without this, the computer assumes that the 
figure contained in the variable is an integer, or a whole 
number. 
 
Now we have defined our variable names, its now time to 
set their default values, however being variables their 
values will change during the game.  Each time the game 
is started or restarted, the values will return to the      
settings we define here (the score variables excluded). 
 
BallX=320 
BallY=240 
BallXSpeed = 0.5 
BallYSpeed = 0.5 
PlayerY=240 
ComputerY=240 
ComputerSpeed = 2.5 
 

This will set the ball 320 pixels in from the left of our   
playing area, and 240 pixels in from the top.  As both bats 
are set in their horizontal positions we only need to put 
the starting values for their vertical positions, once again 
240 pixels down from the top of the playing area.   
 
Then we have the speed of the computer’s bat, and lastly 
the speed of the ball in both the vertical and horizontal 
planes (this will increase throughout the game until  
someone scores, at which point it will default to the value 
we set here plus a little extra for increased difficulty). 
 
You will probably have noticed that some of the variables 
have not been defined in the code at this point.  No need 
to worry as BallOldX and BallOldY are just holding variables 
and have no default values (they get their values from the 
position of the ball whilst the game is playing). 
 
If a variables’ value is not defined, BlitzBasic assigns a 
value of 0 to it, so the PlayerScore and ComputerScore      
variable values do not need to be present. 
 
Pong Stage 2: Bats & Balls 
 
Ok, so we have now got the variable default values set.  
Now let’s make the bats and the ball. 
 
gfxBat=CreateImage(16,64) 

 
CreateImage is used to create a new image, with the name 
gfxBat which we set-up earlier, the image is made 16 pixels 
wide and 64 pixels tall. 
 
The image is blank as default, so we need to fill it.  
 
SetBuffer ImageBuffer (gfxBat) 

 
This tells the program that anything we create is to only 
be placed within the confines of the gfxBat image that we 
have just set up. 
 
Rect 0,0,16,64,1 

 
Rect is the command we use to draw a rectangle with (our 
bat).  The rectangle is drawn from x/y point 0,0 (top left) 
to 16 pixels across and 64 pixels down, the same size that 
we created the image. The 1 at the end is so that the  
rectangle drawn is solid, if you replace this with a 0 you 
will have an empty box rather than a filled rectangle.  You 
have just created a bat! 
 
gfxBall=CreateImage(16,16) 
SetBuffer ImageBuffer (gfxBall) 
Oval 0,0,16,16,1 
 

This does the same as the previous code group, except it 
creates an oval of 16x16 pixels and calls it gfxBall which 
will be our ball. 
 
So now we have our variables set up, and the bats and 
ball are created, the next stage is to get the mechanics of 
the game down in code. 



Pong Stage 3: Buffering 
 
The next thing for us to do is to set up some buffering, 
which will help with the output from the game. 
 
SetBuffer BackBuffer() 

 
The SetBuffer command will be common to most of the 
games you decide to write.  When used with the BackBuffer 
addition, it sets up two screens for the computer to use, 
also know as Double Buffering.  
 
The BackBuffer is a hidden screen, where the images and 
text of the game are drawn and positioned before being 
displayed in the FrontBuffer.   The FrontBuffer is the actual 
screen the player sees and will be present in all the games 
we explore in later issues.  If we set the BackBuffer,     
BlitzBasic automatically determines that we are also using 
a FrontBuffer, and therefore it is something we do not 
need to mention in the code.  
 
Double Buffering prevents the awful flickering and screen 
tearing that would happen if we only use one buffer, as 
the images are displayed after they are fully drawn, and 
not whilst they are being drawn. 
 
Pong Stage 4: Program Loop 
 
While Not KeyDown(1) 
 

This command tells the program to repeat whatever is 
between this command and the Wend command until the 
Escape key is pressed KeyDown(1). This is our Main       
Program Loop.  Every game has one of these and this is 
where we will be testing for player movement, updating 
the computers artificial intelligence, updating the score, 
updating the ball’s position, checking for any collisions and 
drawing everything to the screen. 
 
 PlayerMovement() 
 ComputerMovement() 
 UpdateBall() 
 UpdateScreen() 

 
All the above commands are ones that we will create.  
These commands call groups of code called Functions. 
Using Functions helps to keep the code readable and    
easier to use. 
 
Wend 

 
This command is needed to complete the While command 
above.  Without it, the program will not be waiting for the 
Escape key to be pressed, and therefore you will not be 
able to exit the game. 
 
Pong Stage 5: Functions & Wrapping Up 
 
Now we move onto the functions. These are little bundles 
of code, all nicely wrapped up and easy to use. Using  
functions, we can write one piece of code that can be 
called from anywhere in the program. This can save    
having to write the same code multiple times and can 
make your code easier to read.  When naming functions, it 
is always wise to use descriptive naming as it will help 
later on if you need to change anything. 
 
Creating a function is quite straightforward to understand.  
The Function command is needed to define the function, and 
likewise the End Function command at the end is needed to 
define the end of the function. 
 
Function PlayerMovement() 
If KeyDown(208) Then PlayerY = PlayerY + 5 
If KeyDown(200) Then PlayerY = PlayerY - 5 
If PlayerY < 0 Then PlayerY = 0 
If PlayerY > 416 Then PlayerY = 416 
End Function 
 

Here is the first of six functions in the code.  It is the  
function for calculating the player’s bat movement.    
PlayerMovement() is the text we are using to name this   
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 function.  We will use this name further on in the program 
to call the code within it to make a calculation.  The    
brackets () at the end of the name are used as a       
placeholder for when we want to pass a particular value to 
a function.  Its this value that the code in the function will 
work on. We can see how this works from the example 
shown below. 
 
If you want to use a program to calculate the result of 
cubing a number you have two methods available to you. 
You could do the sum each time you need to calculate it, 
writing out the lines of code for every answer needed, or 
you can create a function with the mathematical         
calculation in it, and simply pass the numbers to the  
function.  This is a popular method to use, especially if 
you have several numbers calculate.   
 
So a function is one bundle of codes that can be used 
many, many times in the same program, but only needs 
to be called by its unique function name. 
 
Let’s see how this function allows us to control the     
player’s bat.  As the bat can only move up or down (Y 
axis), we only have to worry about checking if one of two 
keys are pressed (either the Up or Down arrow key). 
 
The function includes the code If and also the code Then, 
which combined will look at what is happening and then 
act on what it sees.  For example: If (something is      
happening) Then (do this). If needs Then to work, it will not 
work without it. 
 
KeyDown is a command that captures the value of the key 
you are pressing on the keyboard.  KeyDown has a value 
for every key on the keyboard, and it just so happens that 
the values for the Up and Down arrows are 200 and 208 
respectively. 
 
So pressing the Up arrow is the same as sending the 
value 200 to the KeyDown command and pressing the 
Down arrow is the same as sending the value 208.  
 
The program checks if either have been pressed and   
either moves the player up: 
 
If KeyDown(208) Then PlayerY = PlayerY + 5 

 
or moves them down: 
 
If KeyDown(200) Then PlayerY = PlayerY – 5 

 
Just to clarify this the first line above is basically telling 
the program that If Keydown(200), or the UP arrow, is 
pressed on the keyboard Then PlayerY, or the player’s bat,  
= PlayerY, minus 5.   
 
PlayerY is the variable we created earlier where we will be 
keeping the player’s bat positional value.  So if the    
starting value of PlayerY was 240 the end value would be 
235.  In layman's terms, every time you press the Up  
arrow on the keyboard the player’s bat moves 5 pixels up. 
 
This works exactly the same, albeit in the opposite      
direction for the down arrow. 
 
The next two lines  
 
If PlayerY < 0 Then PlayerY = 0 
 
If PlayerY > 416 Then PlayerY = 416 

 
set the top and bottom limits of the play area, confining 
the bat to the area in between. 
 
The last line End Function is needed to let the program know 
that the function has finished and to return to the where it 
was originally called from.  Once again, it is   important to 
stress that without this at the end of the function you will 
not be able to use it. 
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update the X and Y position of the ball by adding the   
BallXSpeed and BallYSpeed variables. The speed variable can 
be either a positive or negative value.  This means that 
adding a positive value will increase the X/Y position and 
adding a negative value will reduce the X/Y position, thus 
moving the ball. 
 
The next two lines: 
 
If BallY < 0 Then BallYSpeed = 0 - BallYSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : 
BallX = BallOldX 
If BallY > 464 Then BallYSpeed = 0 - BallYSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : 
BallX = BallOldX 

 
stop the ball flying off the top and bottom of the screen, in 
the same way we used the code to confine the bats to the 
playing area. The BallY = BallOldY and BallX = BallOldX        

commands move the ball back to it's X and Y position  
before it collided with the wall. 
 
If the ball were to venture too far up or down, then we 
reverse the value of BallYSpeed so that the ball will stay in 
play. The sum BallYSpeed = 0 – BallYSpeed basically reverses 
the positive or negative value of the ball so that we can 
keep it in our playing area. 
 
Next we have the collision detection part of the program:  
 
If ImagesCollide (gfxBall,BallX,BallY,0,gfxBat,10,PlayerY,0) Then 
BallXSpeed = 0 – BallXSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : BallX = BallOldX 
 

This line detects collision between the player’s bat and the 
ball.  It consists of gfxball (the ball graphic), BallX (The 
balls X position), BallY (the balls Y position), 0 (the frame 
number), gfxBat (the bat graphic), 10 (the players bat’s 
vertical position never changes so we put the value in 
here), PlayerY (the players bat’s horizontal value), and 0 
(the frame number again). 
 
Then BallXSpeed = 0 – BallXSpeed basically reverses the      
direction of the ball if the ball collides with the bat. 
 
The BallY = BallOldY and BallX = BallOldX move the ball back to 
it's X and Y position before it collided with the players bat, 
thus making it look like the ball has bounced off of the bat 
after it had hit it.  This stops the ball getting stuck “inside” 
the bat. 
 
If ImagesCollide (gfxBall,BallX,BallY,0,gfxBat,614,ComputerY,0) Then 
BallXSpeed = 0 - BallXSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : BallX = BallOldX 

 
This line is almost identical to the one above it, however it 
is the collision detection code for the computer’s bat and 
the ball, the only main difference being 614 which is the 
vertical positioning of the computer bat which remains 
unchanged. 
 
These two lines check to see if the ball collides with either 
of the two bats, and if there is a collision, then the balls 
horizontal movement is reversed and the ball heads in the 
opposite direction. 
 
And of course we round off the Function with the End    

Function command. 
 
And now on to the fourth of our sixth functions, the     
UpdateScore() function. 
 
Function UpdateScore() 
Color 255,255,255 
Text 140,10,"Players Score " + PlayerScore 
Text 330,10,ComputerScore + " Computers Score" 
If BallX < 0 Then ComputerScore = ComputerScore + 1 : ResetGame() 
If BallX > 640 Then PlayerScore = PlayerScore + 1 : ResetGame() 
End Function 
 

These lines of code draw the current score to the screen .  
They also check to see if the ball has gone past either the 
player’s or the computer’s bat.  If it has, it increases the 
respective scores by one and resets the game by calling 
the ResetGame() function. 

Ok, on to the next function, and this one controls the  
computer’s bat. 
 
Function ComputerMovement() 
If BallXSpeed > 0 Then 
 If BallY > ComputerY Then ComputerY = ComputerY + Com-
puterSpeed 
 If BallY< ComputerY Then ComputerY = ComputerY - Com-
puterSpeed 
 If ComputerY < 0 Then ComputerY = 0 
 If ComputerY > 416 Then ComputerY = 416 
EndIf 
End Function 
 

This function is for our program’s artificial intelligence, but 
no need to worry as it’s easier than it seems.  
 
This function uses its head a little as it too uses the If and 
Then commands to have a look at what is going on and   
decide what to do.   
 
So the first part of the code looks at where the ball is in 
relation to everything else on the screen.  The line: 
 
If BallXSpeed > 0 Then 

 
checks to see if the ball is moving towards the computers 
bat.  If it is, then it executes the rest of the code below it.   
 
 If BallY > ComputerY Then ComputerY = ComputerY + Com-
puterSpeed 
 If BallY< ComputerY Then ComputerY = ComputerY - Com-
puterSpeed 

 
The next 2 lines check whether the ball is above or below 
the bat. If the ball is below the bat, then the bat will move 
down and if it is above the bat, the computer will move 
up. 
 
 If ComputerY < 0 Then ComputerY = 0 
 If ComputerY > 416 Then ComputerY = 416 

 
These next two lines are to make sure that the computer’s 
bat doesn’t disappear off the screen, just the same as in 
the PlayerMovement() function. 
 
EndIf 
End Function 
 

When we have an If statement that is split over multiple 
lines, we need to have an EndIf command to let the     
program know we have finished. 
 
Again, we need the End Function command to return the 
program to where it was before it called this little function. 
 

The third function is the UpdateBall() function, which     
controls the balls movement. 
 
Function UpdateBall() 
BallOldX = BallX 
BallOldY = BallY 
BallX = BallX + BallXSpeed 
BallY = BallY + BallYSpeed 
If BallY < 0 Then BallYSpeed = 0 - BallYSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : 
BallX = BallOldX 
If BallY > 464 Then BallYSpeed = 0 - BallYSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : 
BallX = BallOldX 
If ImagesCollide (gfxBall,BallX,BallY,0,gfxBat,10,PlayerY,0) Then 
BallXSpeed = 0 - BallXSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : BallX = BallOldX 
If ImagesCollide (gfxBall,BallX,BallY,0,gfxBat,614,ComputerY,0) Then 
BallXSpeed = 0 - BallXSpeed : BallY = BallOldY : BallX = BallOldX 
End Function 
 

The first two lines inside this function: 
 
BallOldX = BallX 
BallOldY = BallY 

 
constantly records the balls X & Y co-ordinates.  If a     
collision occurs, the program updates the specific values 
of the X & Y co-ordinates from the BallOldX and BallOldY 

variables. 
 
The next two lines: 
 
BallX = BallX + BallXSpeed 
BallY = BallY + BallYSpeed 
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with the DrawImage command, and thirdly, we need to tell 
the program to swap the screen from the invisible       
BackBuffer, to the visible Frontbuffer, so the player can see 
the images. 
 
The UpdateScore() command calls the UpdateScore() function 
which does just that, it updates the score. 
 
The command DrawImage gfx,X,Y is used to draw our   
graphics to the screen at position X,Y. 
 
Now, sit back and relax. You have just finished your first 
game, all that is left to do is run it. 
 

Click the run button  and the game should start. 
 
Remember that to exit the game you need to press the 
escape key. 
 
If you have any problems, just check your typing or 
download the source from our website if you are feeling 
lazy. 
 
Next issue we will look at programming a breakout clone 
as well as using lots of new shiny commands. 
 
In the meantime, I recommend that you visit 
www.blitzcoder.com and looking through the tutorials and 
guides, to see what you can come up with. 

The first line: 
 
Color 255,255,255 

 
Sets the text colour to white, the numbers representing 
the RGB values for the colour white. 
 
The next two lines: 
 
Text 140,10,"Players Score " + PlayerScore 
Text 330,10,ComputerScore + " Computers Score” 

 
print text to the screen at the X/Y co-ordinates stated Text 

X,Y,”Whatever we want to print”, and displays our text “Players 

Score“ and then prints the score  + PlayerScore.  The      
computer’s score is handled in exactly the same way in 
the second line. 
 
The following two lines:  
 
If BallX < 0 Then ComputerScore = ComputerScore + 1 : ResetGame() 
If BallX > 640 Then PlayerScore = PlayerScore + 1 : ResetGame() 
 

check to see if a goal has been scored by checking if the 
ball has gone of screen horizontally via the commands If 

BallX < 0  and If BallX > 640 .  If this happens the score of 
whoever scored goes up ComputerScore + 1  / PlayerScore + 1 

and the function ResetGame() is called. 
 
Nearly there, just two more functions to go! 
 
The second to last function is the ResetGame() functions, 
which basically returns the ball and bats to their original 
positions and also resets the ball and increases its speed 
ready for the next game. 
 
Function ResetGame() 
BallX = 320 
BallY = 240 
PlayerY = 240 
ComputerY = 240 
BallXSpeed = BallXSpeed * 1.01 
BallYSpeed = BallYSpeed * 1.01 
ComputerSpeed = ComputerSpeed * 1.011 
End Function 
 

As you can see, the ball is placed back into the centre of 
the playing field and the bats are reset back to the centre 
of the Y axis.  
 

This function also increases the difficulty for the player, 
each time a goal is scored, by increasing the speed of both 
the computers bat and the ball. 
 
Function UpdateScreen() 
Cls 
 UpdateScore() 
 DrawImage gfxBall,BallX,BallY 
 DrawImage gfxBat,10,PlayerY 
 DrawImage gfxBat,614,ComputerY 
Flip 
End Function  

 
Hurrah, the final bit of code and it is one of the most   
important ones.  Without this function, all you would see 
is a black screen. 
 
The Cls command clears the current buffer that is selected, 
which if you remembered will be the BackBuffer from our 
SetBuffer BackBuffer() which we defined earlier, and gives us 
a blank screen to draw to. 
 
If we were to omit the Backbuffer command and we were to 
just draw straight to the visible screen, or FrontBuffer this 
would cause a lot of flickering and wouldn’t look too 
clever.  
 
To combat this, we initially draw to the invisible screen, 
the BackBuffer, and once everything is drawn we just swap 
the screens by using the Flip command. 
 
It is important that it is done in the correct order as the 
code will not execute properly if we do not.  First we have 
to clear the screen, secondly we have to draw everything,  

 
 
If you found this programming guide useful then let us 
know what you want to see in the next instalment.  We 
are all ears and want to make sure that we provide the 
information that you want to see.  Email the editor at  
 

mag@retrorevival.co.uk 
 
While you are waiting for the next issues instalment, why 
not try some programming of your own.  Head over to 
www.blitzcoder.com and get some inspiration. 
 
We would be glad to see what you can come up with using 
the BlitzBasic package.  Send it in to us as a native bb file 
(the extension that BlitzBasic produces) and we will show 
screenshots of the best of them in the next issue. 
 
If you are a bit more advanced than the level we are 
teaching here, let us know what you have come up with, 
or tell us about any tips or tricks you have found. 
 
Remember, this is a newbie's guide to programming, but 
as the issues come and go, we will be looking at more 
advanced features of programming, and over time the 
series will grow into a great resource for both old and new 
users alike. 
 
In the mean time, give it a go, dip you toe in the water 
and enjoy it. 
 
Remember, if you need any help, trot over to the Retro 
Revival forums where the author of this column, DIJ, and 
our other members will only be too glad to help you out. 
 
So until the next time….. 
 
 
 

DIJ 
 

Your turn... 
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At the age of 18, surely this is just obsessive?  We had a 
chat with Adam to find out. 
 
RR: Well hello Adam.  May we take this opportunity to 
congratulate you on the biggest retro game collection that 
Retro Revival has seen so far.   Tell us, if you will, how 
long did it take you to get a collection this big? 
 
Adam: “….about 4 years i think...I have been filling a lot 
of the missing pieces to my childhood.”  
 
RR: Just 4 years?  Well you certainly have been busy 
haven’t you.  So tell us, how did you get into collecting in 
the first place? 

Collectors Corner - Adam  
 
 
In each issue we take a good look at one of our reader’s 
collections, finding out what drives them to spend all their 
hard earned cash, what their family and friends think of it 
all, and if they really do play them everything they own! 
 
This time it is the turn of a nice young fellow, who goes by 
the name of Adam. 
 
Before we have a chat with him, lets take a look at his 
room :-) 
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Adam:  “It all started around the age of about 4.  My dad 
gave me his old ZX Spectrum 48K which I fell in love with 
straight away.  Games like Bubble Bobble were simple and 
addictive and caught my attention instantly, and it was 
just about right for my skill level at the time...I would run 
home from school, set a tape loading, go an do something 
for 30 minutes or so, and then come back to it hoping it 
has loaded the game.  Those were great days.  
 
I was then bought an Amiga 600 , the Zool pack if I    
remember correctly.  Zool, Monkey Island, Sensible     
Soccer  and Quax (I highly recommend this!) were my 
games of choice….Oh and Rick Dangerous….how did I  
forget that….god the amount of hours I spent playing that 
game! 
 
My dad never bought me any consoles as a kid.  Mainly 
because you easily pick up copied games from the local 
car boot for £1 per disk, whereas console games were £40 
each...I can see his logic now, but at the time I really felt 
like I was missing out. 
 
I do not condone piracy in any way, but it cannot be 
stopped I guess...I blame the games companies to be 
honest...I really feel that games were overpriced back 
then...I mean if you think back to the Spectrum days, 
games were around £5 - £10, with the budget games 
coming in at £1.99 each...when the consoles came out, 
and the game prices shot up to £30 or £40, I really do not 
think that people were prepared to pay that kind of 
money...especially when there were a lot of titles that 
were, well, just crap.” 
 
RR: Totally agree with you there Adam.  I think everyone 
has used, or knows someone who has used, a pirate game 
at one point or another.  I mean lets be honest, if it was 
not for piracy, the likes of the Playstation and Dreamcast 
may never had been as successful as they were. 
So anyway, you went from the Amiga to PC gaming and 
still not a console in sight? 
 
Adam: “Nope.  I was not lucky enough, although I did 
finally manage to get one.  On 9/9/99, its launch day, a 
Dreamcast managed to find its way into my hands with 
Sonic Adventure, Ready 2 Rumble and Trickstyle.  About 
one year on I got into the emulation scene.  I realised that 
I had missed out on so many classic console games over 
the years, and from this my desire to start collecting   
began.  Playing emulated games on a PC joypad was just 
not the same as playing on an original machines joypad, it 
just was not the same experience. 
 
I suppose the first item I bought to go in my collection 
was a NES system, which I bought in 2000!  I got it from 
a small second hand game shop, where the guy who 
worked there said it was broken and the screen flashed 
grey.  I had done a little research and knew that thjis was 
a fixable problem, so I bought it real cheap with Super 
Mario 3, and so the collecting began.” 
 
RR: Well you certainly have done well in just four years!  
Do you have any idea how much you have spent in that 
time, and what it may all be worth? 
 
Adam: “Oh god!  Where do I begin?  I have 200+ Master 
System games, 200+ Megadrive games, 100+ NES 
games, 50+ SNES games, and there is loads more, 
Dreamcast, Playstation, PS2, Handheld games...I have 
never really worked out the exact cost or value, but I 
would guess that I hjave spent around £1,000 and the 
value must be between £5,000 and £10,000.” 
 
RR: Just £1,000 spent on all that?  Surely not.  You must 
have spent more? 
 
Adam: “I’m a Car Boot-er ;-) I get up at 6am every   
morning on a Sunday in the spring & summer seasons to 
go to car boots around my area... (I swear getting up that 

early weekly isn’t good for you!) Also there is a stall in the 
open air market near me which has some good stuff there, 
found Fantasy Zone: The Maze for £2 there the other 
week which i was quite happy with...Also I’m a well known 
regular in my local Gamestation, I’ve even picked up the 
name Retro-Boy and they keep various items aside for 
me!” 
 
RR: Gamestation….don’t mention that name in these 
pages! (We love them really) So anyway, out of all of your 
collection what is your most prized possession? 
 
Adam: “If I had to pick, it would be between my Crystal 
Screen Game & Watch Super Mario Bros, my Boxed NEO 
Geo AES (which I bought for £1!) or my Virtual boy.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
RR: An AES for £1?  How did you manage that? 
 
Adam: “Its true, that AES was really £1, no lie!. It came 
from a car boot sale a long time ago, but did not come 
with any games, and I have not bought any since.  I really 
must get onto Ebay soon! Also some nutter sold me a PS2 
at a boot sale for £6, and I also found a Gameboy Color 
for 20p.  My Crystal Game & Watch came from a boot 
sale, and it was cheap too, although I cannot remember 
exactly how much as it was a while ago.” 
 
RR: So is there anything you want to add to your        
collection that you do not have at present? 
 
Adam:  “Oh yes!  Smurfs 2 for the Master System is   
currently on my wish list, along with Metal Slug for the 
AES, although they are both out of my reach at the     
moment.  I have my eye on a Simpsons Arcade Machine 
which would finish off my games room perfectly!” 
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RR: Do you have any collecting quirks? 
 
Adam: “Not really... The only one I can think of at the  
moment is that I tend to avoid re-releases, such as    
Playstation Platinum.  I much prefer  the original ones as 
all the Disc art is removed on Platinum Games... This is 
why it took me a few years to get Final Fantasy 7 I     
suppose.” 
 
RR: I see that your games have taken over your room, 
what do you family think of it? 
 
Adam: “My family don’t mind it at all, my Dad is very   
supportive of it all and goes to the Car Boot sales every 
week with me….He is also handy to have around as he 
helps me out financially at times!  I guess he sees himself 
in me, as he used to be a mad comic collector back in the 
day... Men never grow up do they? (Now I sound female!) 
I guess I have them to blame for this mad collecting habit 
I have! The spectrum they gave me set it off, although 
they did give me the Spectrum all those years ago.” 
 
RR: Do you have any anecdotes you can share with us?  I 
am sure over your years of collecting you have a story or 
two? 
 
Adam:  “Yeah! a few...  At Car Boots I’m not the person 
to pay full price.  I will bargain until the sellers get so 
pissed off they sell to me just to get me out of their 
face ;-)  I mentioned earlier about the PS2 i managed to 
get hold of for £6, well it was actually marked up at £10 to 
begin with.  Any normal person would have just given the 
cash straight up...Instead I went about my usual ways 
and came out with lines like: “would u take ?? for it?” or “I 
only have ?? cash left, would you take that for it?” I’m the 
person car boot sellers hate I guess!” 
 
RR: 18 and at college is not the best paying job in the 
world.  So where do you get your money from to spend on 
new additions to your collection? 
 
Adam: “What I do is buy consoles and games in bundles 
at car boots, then sell on the consoles but keep the 
games.  I end up making a profit and getting new games 
for systems I already have.  I have price limits that I stick 
to as I know what my local second hand shops pay for 
each console so it is just a matter of balancing it out  
carefully.  In reality I probably do not pay anything out of 
my own pocket as my collecting is funded by the profit I 
make from the car boot sales.” 
 
RR: What would make you sell your collection? 
 
Adam: “I can’t think of anything as of yet that would 
make me want to part with my collection. I guess I’m still 
young and haven’t experienced everything in life.  Babies,    
marriage, buying a house... lucky I’m only 18 eh!” 
 
RR: Finally Adam, any helpful hints or tips for someone 
wanting to start a games collection? 
 
Adam: “YEAH! DONT! Unless you want to be low on cash.  
It can become a very expensive hobby if you’re not    
careful... I suggest you ask friends and family if they have 
any old systems/games they don’t want anymore to start 
yourself off.” 
 
Adams collection is impressive, especially as it has only 
been 4 years in the making. 
 
But do you think yours is better?  You do?  Well drop us a 
line and tell us about it.  The best ones will feature in  
future issues, just like Adams’ has. 
 
Email us at: 

 
mag@retrorevival.co.uk 

A few more pictures of Adams collection. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Next Issue….. 

Emulation is a cheap and accessible way to play those retro games, 
with more and more people emulating all the time. 
 
What do you do though if you don’t like emulating on your PC? 
 
Get yourself a Sega Dreamcast, that’s what you do. 
 
Yes that’s right, you can not only use a whole heap of emulators on this 
great machine, but you can also play dedicated ports of classic titles 
such as Bubble Bobble, Quake and many more, as well as playing 
MP3’s , VCD’s and even DivX files. 
 
In the next issue we take the lid off of the Dreamcast homebrew scene 
and show you how you do all of this and more, playing directly on your 
TV and without having to modify your Dreamcast! 
 
See you next time :-) 


